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Executive
E
Summary
S

Tasks 3 and 3A of the
t Cherry Crreek Reservoir Modeling P roject have b
been completted. This up‐
ork completeed, key findinggs, and monittoring
front summary is a high‐level ovverview of wo
recom
mmendations.
1.1

Tasks 3 an
nd 3A

dimensional hydrodynamic
h
c and water‐qquality model of Cherry Crreek Reservoiir
For Taask 3, a two‐d
was developed
d
using CE‐QUAL‐W2 (W2), v 3.71.
3
The moddel simulated
d the years 20
003 through
2013 and was calib
brated to observed data. A key calibrattion target waas summertim
me chlorophyyll
a concentrations, recognizing
r
th
he site‐speciffic chlorophylll a standard w
which has no
ot been met in
n
recent years. The calibration allso focused on the simulattion of surface water elevaation, water
tempe
erature, nutrients, light atttenuation, an
nd dissolved ooxygen.
Simulated summerrtime (July through Septem
mber) averagge chlorophylll a concentrattions are
pared to observed concenttrations in Figgure 1. Thesee show a good
d pattern and
d value match
h
comp
for alll simulated ye
ears. Absolutte mean error, average errror, and root mean squareed error are aall
less th
han 3 ug/L for the summer average pre
ediction. The model was aalso successfu
ul at
simulating other im
mportant constituents and
d the predicteed relationshiips between cconstituents
make sense.

Figure
e 1. Simulate
ed and Obserrved Summerrtime Averagee Chlorophylll a Concentraations in the
Photic Zone, 2003‐2013, July – September, CCR1 and CCCR2
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For Task 3A, a sensitivity analysis was conducted using the calibrated model. The sensitivity
analysis focused on assessing modeled water‐quality response to major forcing functions1 for
this system. Specifically, effects of the following factors were evaluated:





Destratification System Mixing;
Wind;
Nutrient Loading from Major Tributaries; and
Internal Loading.

Some of these forcing functions can be managed, and some cannot (e.g., wind). As such, these
do not represent realistic management scenarios, but they were defined to provide an
understanding of the system and modeling tool to ultimately support selection of management
scenarios.
1.2

Key Findings

The model calibration and sensitivity analysis work served to advance the conceptual
understanding of the system. Several major findings were generated that provide refined and,
in some cases, new perspectives on the system and what can and cannot be achieved through
certain types of management. The following subsections highlight some key findings that may
be of greatest interest to the Authority in planning for management scenarios.

Overall Water‐Quality Dynamics
Briefly, the observed data and modeling show Cherry Creek Reservoir to be very dynamic. This
shallow, eutrophic reservoir is subject to significant mixing from wind throughout the year, with
the exception of periods of ice cover. The mixing effects of the wind are significant and exceed
those of the destratification system. The mixing serves to bring nutrients released from
sediments to the upper layers of the reservoir, resulting in algal growth. Through this mixing,
nutrients cycle from algal uptake, to algal settling and decay, to release back into the water
column to support more algal growth. Nutrients introduced by tributary inflows are also
significant contributors to nutrient concentrations throughout the water column. Thus, both
internal and external loading of nutrients are important with respect to algal growth.

Nitrogen Limited Conditions are an Important Factor Driving Algal Growth
Both observed data and modeling confirm that the reservoir is strongly nitrogen limited through
summer months due to high phosphate (bioavailable phosphorus ‐ PO4) loading. Modeling

1

Forcing functions are external forces that can cause a water‐quality response (e.g., wind, inflow
concentrations, changes in operations, etc.)
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n
limitation, nitrogeen‐fixing cyan
nobacteria are active in the
indicaates that, because of this nitrogen
reservvoir, which is consistent with
w observations. These c yanobacteriaa can fix atmo
ospheric
nitroggen, thereby introducing
i
additional
a
nitrrogen into thee reservoir. It is hypothessized that the
total inorganic
i
nitrrogen (TIN) to
o PO4 ratio in
n the reservoi r affects algal species asseemblages,
resultting zooplankton species, and
a total chlo
orophyll a conncentrations in the reservo
oir. Lower
TIN:PO4 ratios furtther increase growth of nittrogen‐fixing cyanobacterria in the mod
del. This is
relevaant to settingg appropriate goals for man
nagement of inflowing nutrients.

Tribu
utary Nutrien
nt Concentrations
The siimulated algaal response to
o reducing infflow tributaryy concentratio
ons of nutrien
nts by one‐
half was
w tested as part of the se
ensitivity analysis. Nutriennt concentrattions were red
duced first fo
or
Cherrry Creek (with
h no change to
o Cottonwoo
od Creek), theen vice versa. The results ffor these
simulations offer some
s
initial pe
erspective on
n appropriatee and reasonaable goals for management
e two watersh
heds. The sim
mulated 50% reduction in iinflow nutrients from Cherry Creek did
of the
lowerr in‐reservoir chlorophyll a concentratio
ons significanntly; however, the results indicate that
the cu
urrent site‐sp
pecific chlorop
phyll a standaard would stilll not be met for all years ((Figure 2).

118 ug/L Standard

Figure
e 2. Simulate
ed Average Su
ummertime (July‐Septem
(
mber) Chlorop
phyll a (CCR2)), Half
Tributtary Nutrientt Loading and
d Baseline Sim
mulations, 20003‐2013 (Baaseline = Resu
ults from
Calibrrated Model)
Intere
estingly, halving nutrient concentration
c
ns in Cottonw
wood Creek reesulted in smaall simulated
increaases in chloro
ophyll a in rou
ughly half of the
t simulationn years. Cotttonwood Creeek is
characterized by lo
ower PO4 and
d higher inorgganic nitrogenn; therefore, halving nutrient
conce
entrations inccreased the re
elative fractio
on of PO4 preesent in the reeservoir. As a result, the
mode
el simulated in
ncreasing gro
owth of nitroggen‐fixing cyaanobacteria.
The differences in the direction
n and magnitu
ude of the ressponse for haalving nutrient
conce
entrations in each
e
of tributtaries are due
e to 1) the rellative differen
nces in flow aand 2) the
significantly differe
ent nutrient concentration
c
ns and resulti ng nitrogen‐tto‐phosphoru
us ratios.
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Based on these findings, it is important for the Authority to view the effectiveness of potential
nutrient reduction strategies differently for the two tributaries. Specifically, further reductions
in nitrogen loading without corresponding reductions in phosphorus loading could have
unintended consequences, encouraging additional nitrogen‐fixing cyanobacteria.

Internal Nutrient Loading
Internal loading of nutrients from the sediments can occur by aerobic and anaerobic processes.
Anaerobic processes dominate in many reservoirs because, through warmer months, larger
reservoirs may stratify, resulting in consistent anaerobic conditions at the sediment‐water
interface. In Cherry Creek Reservoir, however, because of mixing by wind (and aerators),
dynamic oxygen conditions occur at the bottom of the reservoir. In addition, Cherry Creek
Reservoir is highly productive and has high concentrations of algae and non‐algal organic matter
that settles and decays under aerobic conditions. As a result, aerobic processes at the
sediment‐water interface are also relevant.
Sensitivity analysis simulations were conducted to demonstrate the relative roles of aerobic and
anaerobic sediment processes on algal growth. These model runs indicate that aerobic
processes generate more internal loading of nutrients than anaerobic processes, though both
were significant. This finding is important because the destratification system is designed to
address anaerobic loading by bringing additional oxygen from the surface to the bottom of the
reservoir. As such, the potential benefits of a destratification system on reducing internal load
in this shallow, polymictic, productive reservoir are limited.

Destratification System
The modeling indicates that the current destratification system increases vertical mixing in the
reservoir by about 60% and results in slightly warmer water at the bottom of the reservoir. The
data and the model also show that this results in an increase in DO at the bottom of the
reservoir at CCR3. There may also be a slight decrease in DO at the bottom of the reservoir at
CCR2 based on observed data, which would indicate an induced increase in the rates of oxygen
consumptions by sediment processes in response to aerator operation (termed “induced
sediment oxygen demand [SOD]”). Similar responses to increased mixing or oxygen addition in
systems with high SOD have been observed elsewhere (e.g., Ashley, 1983, Soltero et al., 1994,
Moore et al., 1996 and Gantzer et al., 2009).
Sensitivity analysis simulations indicate that the existing destratification system has a small
beneficial effect on summertime chlorophyll a concentrations, reducing summertime averages
by less than 1 ug/L up to 4 ug/L from 2008‐2013 (Figure 3). Even this relatively small effect may
be somewhat overstated since the model is not currently simulating all of the mechanisms
behind the induced SOD effect.
The model was run assuming a 10‐fold increase in destratification system induced missing,
relative to current destratification system mixing (2008‐2013 only). Results indicate this greater
mixing would produce consistently aerobic conditions at the bottom of the reservoir and serve
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t maximum
m potential efffectiveness oof a destratificcation system
m in Cherry
as an estimate of the
T simulatio
on resulted in an average ddecrease in simulated averrage
Creekk Reservoir. This
summ
mertime chlorrophyll a of 5 ug/L, rangingg from 2 to 9 ug/L (Figure 3). The simulation
indicaates that the 18 ug/L chlorrophyll a standard would sstill not have been met in rrecent years.

18 ug/L Standaard

Figure
e 3. Simulate
ed Average Su
ummertime (July‐Septem
(
mber) Chlorop
phyll a (CCR2)), Aerator
Mixin
ng Simulation
ns Compared to Baseline, 2003‐2013
2
(N
Note that the Aerator Mix x10 model
run only applies to
o 2008‐2013, when the desstratification system existeed.)
In sum
mmary, the destratification
n system doe
es bring oxygeen from the surface to thee bottom of
the re
eservoir to reduce anaerob
bic internal lo
oading. The ddesign target of at least 5 m
mg/L DO at
the bo
ottom is not being
b
achieve
ed, however (Boyer,
(
et al.,, 2014a). Thee system is likkely under‐
design
ned, given the apparent in
nduced SOD and
a the greateer potential ffor reduction in algal
conce
entrations sim
mulated by the model for greater
g
mixingg. If the systeem did achievve the target 5
would be
mg/L at the bottom
m, model simulations indiccate that chloorophyll a con
ncentrations w
hlorophyll a standard
s
wouuld not be meet. This is duee to significan
nt
reducced, but the site‐specific ch
aerob
bic internal loading and higgh inflow tributary loadingg to this shallo
ow and produ
uctive
reservvoir.
Monitoring
g Recomme
endations

1.3

ugh the mode
el development and calibraation processs, recommend
dations were generated
Throu
regard
ding monitoring. Overall, the existing water‐quality
w
y dataset is an
n excellent record of
conditions in the reservoir and was critical to
o successful m
model develo
opment. The following
recom
mmendations are offered to
t support futture modelin g and ongoin
ng developmeent of the
conce
eptual undersstanding.


Continuou
us In‐Reservo
oir DO Measurement – It iss strongly reccommended tthat the
Authority install continuous DO prob
bes at 1 m beelow the surfaace and at 0.5
5 m above thee
milar monitorring at CCR3 ccould also be helpful;
bottom of the reservoirr at CCR2. Sim
c
DO
D data at CCR
R3 is conside red less criticcal.
however, continuous
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Review of DO Data Collection Procedures – In response to some uncertainty and
questions about the observed DO dataset, it is recommended that calibration and
measurement protocols be reassessed and documented in greater detail. Additionally,
periodic duplicate observations with a second probe may be appropriate.



Meteorological Data – Given the major effects of weather conditions on the water‐
quality response of Cherry Creek Reservoir, is it is recommended that the Authority
coordinate with Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) to check and improve data collection
and data management protocols for the CPW met station located next to the reservoir.
Alternatively, a new meteorological station could be installed at the dam, monitoring at
a minimum, air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, and wind direction.



Inflow Algae – Cherry Creek and Cottonwood Creek include areas of briefly impounded
water that exhibit a green color in some aerial photographs at times. Therefore, as
discussed in Boyer et al. (2014a), sampling of algae at CC‐10 and CT‐2 is recommended
to improve the understanding of algal loading from the tributaries. This should include
both storm and non‐storm‐event sampling. Results could be reviewed each year to
determine whether or not to continue this sampling.



Critical Sampling to Continue – Continued collection of thermistor data and algal
species and biovolume data is critical. Additionally, more recently added data collection
of organic carbon and zooplankton are also expected to be valuable to help refine areas
of uncertainty in the model.



Possible Sampling to Discontinue – The D‐series profile transect data was not critical for
modeling. Given the dynamic nature of the system, the thermistor data are much more
useful. Additionally, for the purposes of modeling, location CCR1 data collection could
be discontinued.
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Introduction

Cherry Creek Reservoir (Figure 1) is a 13,000 acre‐ft (AF; ~16 million m3) reservoir near Denver,
Colorado. It was constructed in 1950 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for flood
control purposes. Cherry Creek Park is comprised of the reservoir and surrounding land. The
park is a popular recreation area, receiving approximately 1.5 million visitors per year to enjoy
boating, fishing, camping, swimming, hiking, and more (Colorado Parks and Wildlife [CPW],
2013). The reservoir is also considered a high‐quality walleye fishery and is heavily relied upon
for providing eggs to fish hatcheries for subsequent stocking in lakes throughout the state.
The Cherry Creek Basin Water
Quality Authority (Authority)
exists to protect and improve
water quality in the reservoir
to meet applicable water‐
quality standards. Cherry
Creek Reservoir has been the
focus of major watershed and
in‐reservoir monitoring and
mitigation projects to improve
water quality for its designated
beneficial uses. The reservoir
exhibits high chlorophyll a
concentrations and has failed
to consistently meet the
current site‐specific state
standard of 18 ug/L, assessed
as a July – September average.

Figure 4. Image of Cherry Creek Reservoir Looking South
(Photo by Harry Weddington, USACE)

In 2008, a destratification system was installed in the reservoir to mix oxygen from the surface
to the bottom with the intention of reducing internal loading of nutrients and ultimately
chlorophyll a concentrations. Mixing from the aerators was also intended to reduce blue‐green
algae concentrations by disrupting their buoyancy advantage over other algal types. In total,
123 aerator heads were installed covering roughly 350 of the 850 acres (1.4 of the 3.4 million
m2) of the reservoir (Figure 2). The aerators release air roughly 0.75 m above the sediment‐
water interface and are generally operated from April through November.
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e 5. Aerator Footprint; Im
mage from GEEI Presentatio
on, April 30, 22013
Figure
Since the start of aerator
a
operaations in 2008
8, the site‐speecific standard
d for chlorophyll a has onlly
been met in two out of seven years, with all years exceedding the stand
dard in the reecent five‐yeaar
comp
pliance period
d (Figure 6).

Figure
e 6. Cherry Creek
C
Average
e Summer Ch
hlorophyll a CCompared to Site‐Specificc Standard,
1987‐‐2013; Graph from GEI, 20
015
Based
d on this, the Authority ide
entified a nee
ed to develop a water‐quality model of the reservoirr
to:




Better und
behind chloroophyll a exceeedances,
derstand the mechanisms
m
Determine
e the impacts of the aeration system, annd
Provide a tool
t
that can help predict effects of fut ure managem
ment strategies.
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To address this need, the Authority commissioned development of a water‐quality model to
simulate reservoir response from 2003 through 2013. Development and calibration of the
model is the subject of this technical memorandum.
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Conceptual System Understanding Highlights

The conceptual system understanding developed based on review of existing data is presented
in a technical memorandum provided for Task 1 (Boyer et al., 2014a). This section provides
highlights of key aspects of that analysis, as well as some updates and additions, to support
subsequent discussions of model development and calibration. To the extent observed data are
available, the discussion considers observations over the model simulation period (2003 and
2013).
3.1

Bathymetry and Storage

The 13,000 AF reservoir covers approximately 850 acres (3.4 million m2). The average depth of
the reservoir is ~9 ft (~2.7 m), with a maximum depth of ~27 ft (~8.2 m). The bathymetry of the
reservoir is presented in 1 ft contours in Figure 7, along with the location of the three main in‐
reservoir, water‐quality sampling locations.

CCR2

CCR1

CCR3

Figure 7. Cherry Creek Reservoir Bathymetry, 1 Ft. Contours, and In‐Reservoir Sampling
Locations
The elevation contours shown here were measured as part of two separate studies. Contours from
elevation 5,512' to 5,550' (Local Project Datum) were measured at one‐foot intervals by Absolute Natural
Resources (ANR) in 2013, and contours from elevation 5,552.2' to 5,558.2' at two‐foot intervals were from
a LiDAR survey carried out by Southeast Metro Stormwater Authority (SEMSWA) in 2008. These two sets
of contours were merged by Shane Michael of Leonard Rice Engineers and delivered to Hydros by email on
3/28/14 as a shapefile.
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eservoir wate
er surface elevation is reco
orded daily byy the USACE ((Figure 8). Th
hese data
The re
show that the water surface ele
evation has vaaried only by ~6.5 ft (2 m) between 200
03 and 2013.
ere has been a general de crease in the average annual storage
Due to reservoir operations, the
over that
t
period off time.

Figure
e 8. Observe
ed Reservoir Water
W
Level, 2003‐2013
3.2

Hydrology
y

e are two major gaged tributaries flowin
ng into Cherrry Creek Reservoir: Cherry Creek and
There
Cottonwood Creekk (Figure 9). Other
O
inflowss include alluvvial inflow, un
ngaged surfacce inflow, and
d
precip
pitation. Watter is released
d from the reservoir on th e northwest end of dam from the
bottom of the rese
ervoir. Waterr is also lost through evapooration and o
outflow seepaage.
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Figure 9. Cherry Creek Reservoir Gaged Inflows and Outflows
To evaluate the system hydrology and develop a water balance for the model, observed
precipitation and daily flow data were compiled. For ungaged flows, the following calculations
and assumptions were made:







Outflow seepage was estimated from USACE measurements conducted during dam
construction2.
Ungaged surface inflows for the 5.2 square mile direct watershed were estimated from
precipitation using the Rational Method, applying averaged parameters developed by
Brown and Caldwell for watershed phosphorus modeling (Brown and Caldwell, 2009).
Evaporation was estimated by applying the methodology outlined in the ASCE
Standardized Reference Evapotranspiration Equation (Walter et al., 2001) and the FAO
Irrigation and Drainage Paper 56 (Allen et al., 2006). The long‐term average annual
evaporation rate resulting from these calculations is ~ 42 in/yr (107 cm/yr), which is very
close to the expected value for this region and close to the value reported by USACE in
for the reservoir.
Alluvial inflow seepage was assumed to be a constant equal to the 2,200 AF/ yr (~2.7
million m3/yr) estimate developed by Lewis et al. (2005). Attempts to solve for alluvial
inflow seepage as the closure term of the water balance produced similar seepage
estimates in some years. However, there were seasons when increases in the closure
term were calculated that did not correlate with times when inflow seepage would be
expected to increase significantly. This suggested other sources of error in the water
balance and led to assumption of constant inflow seepage.

Compiling these terms on a daily basis, along with daily reservoir storage, a water balance was
developed. The closure term from these inputs was assumed to be error in the reported gaged
inflows. Errors were smoothed and split proportionately between Cherry Creek and
Cottonwood Creek inflows, adjusting these terms on a daily basis to close the water balance.
The resulting adjustments to Cherry Creek and Cottonwood Creek flow rates were less than 5%
of the observed flow data, which is well below the typical 10 to 15% estimate of accuracy for
good to fair streamflow monitoring (Risley and Gannett, 2006).
The water balance inflows for 2003‐2013 in Figure 10 show that Cherry Creek is the dominant
source of water into the reservoir, averaging more than 60%. Cottonwood Creek is the next

2

As part of a supplemental design analysis carried out during preparation for reservoir construction in
1947, USACE calculated the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity of the soils underlying Cherry
Creek Reservoir. These conductivity estimates used to develop a linear relationship between reservoir
surface elevation and seepage outflow. Application of this elevation‐seepage relationship results in a
relatively constant estimated outflow seepage.
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%, and is nearrly twice the next highest tterm, alluviall inflow. The water
largesst term at 20%
balance outflows for
f 2003‐2013
3 are summarrized in Figuree 11, and sho
ow outflow seeepage to be
mpared to ou
utflow release
ed at the dam
m and evaporaation.
relativvely small com

Figure
e 10. Relative Fractions of
o Cherry Cree
ek Inflows, 20003‐2013

e 11. Relative Fractions of
o Cherry Cree
ek Outflows, 2003‐2013
Figure
The daily inflow paattern exhibitts a wide rangge of inflow raates, characteerized by perriodic storm
eventt hydrograph peaks (Figure
e 12). Over th
he modeling yyears (2003‐22013), total annual inflowss
tend to
t be similar to
t total annual outflows each year (Fig ure 13). Variability amongg the years is
apparrent in the rattio of Cherry Creek to Cotttonwood Creeek flows and in the total vvolume of
waterr moving thro
ough the reservoir.
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Figure
e 12. Cherry Creek Reservvoir Daily Infllow Rates, 20003‐2013

e 13. Cherry Creek Reservvoir Annual Balance,
B
20033‐2013
Figure
Estimated annual hydraulic
h
resiidence time, based
b
on obsserved outflow
ws, averaged
d 10.4 monthss
from 2003‐2013 (FFigure 14). Th
he average an
nnual residen ce time rangeed from six m
months in 200
09
to 14 months in 20
012.
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e 14. Annual Hydraulic Re
esidence Time (Flow Baseed on Reservo
oir Releases)
Figure
3.3

Inflow Watter Quality

on Cherry
Water‐quality dataa are collected at the inflow locations too Cherry Creeek Reservoir o
Creekk and Cottonw
wood Creek at gages CC‐10
0 and CT‐2, reespectively. G
Groundwaterr‐quality
samples are also co
ollected at MW‐9,
M
located
d approximateely 440 ft (~130 m) upgrad
dient of the
C
Creek. Inflow waterr quality is chharacterized b
by high nutrieent and TSS
reservvoir next to Cherry
conce
entrations and
d has been th
he subject of numerous waater‐quality im
mprovement projects
imple
emented by th
he Authority.
Surfacce inflow and
d groundwate
er soluble reacctive phosphoorus (SRP) co
oncentrationss are
presented in Figure 15. Ground
dwater SRP co
oncentrationss are consisteently high, averaging 188
ug/L. SRP concenttrations in Cherry Creek at CC‐10 vary m
more, rangingg from less than 100 ug/L tto
over 350
3 ug/L, with a high averaage concentration of 170 ug/L. In Cherrry Creek, theere is a
seaso
onal pattern of
o higher SRP concentrations in the sum
mmer monthss. Cottonwoo
od Creek
exhibits much lowe
er SRP concentrations, ave
eraging 18 ugg/L. The combined, volum
me‐weighted
average concentraation for Cherrry and Cotton
nwood Creekks is approxim
mately 120 ug/L SRP for
u for total phosphorus [TP]).
2003‐‐2013 (~190 ug/L
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e 15. Inflow Soluble
S
Reacttive Phosphorus Concentrrations, 19999‐2013
Figure
Inflow
w nitrate and ammonia con
ncentrations exhibit differrent patterns compared to
o SRP. For
ammo
onia and nitraate, Cottonwo
ood Creek concentrations are higher th
han those in C
Cherry Creek,,
particcularly before
e 2009. Peak nitrate conce
entrations tennd to occur in
n winter montths in both
Cherrry Creek and Cottonwood
C
Creek.
C
The avverage comb ined Cherry aand Cottonwo
ood Creek
volum
me‐weighted inflow concen
ntrations from
m 2003‐2013 are estimateed to be 840 u
ug/L and 83
Note that M W‐9 ammoniia data from 2
ug/L for
f nitrate and ammonia, respectively.
r
2004‐2009
(show
wn on Figure 17)
1 were not included in calculations off loading. Values provided
d are noted as
being below the de
etection limitt and the dete
ection limit w
was high.

Figure
e 16. Inflow Nitrate + Nitrrite Concentrrations, 20033‐2013
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Figure
e 17. Inflow Ammonia Co
oncentrationss, 2003‐2013
Looking more close
ely at the chaange in nitrate
e and ammonnia concentraations in 2009
9, Figure 18
monia) to SRP for
presents the ratioss of TIN (totall inorganic nittrogen = nitraate plus amm
Cottonwood Creekk and Cherry Creek
C
from 2000 through 2013. A period of higher relative
TIN:SR
RP ratios for Cottonwood
C
Creek is appaarent betweeen roughly 20004 and 2009. The volumee‐
weigh
hted average concentrations for SRP we
ere fairly conssistent comparing periodss before and
after 2009, but the
ere was a shifft in nitrate an
nd ammonia after 2009, as shown in Taable 1. A shifft
N:SRP ratios iss relevant beccause it can affect the in‐reeservoir algall response an
nd assemblagee
in TIN
in euttrophic lakes (e.g., Barica et
e al., 1980, Smith, 1983, SSchindler et aal., 2008).

Period of higherr relative TIN:SRP in inflows

Figure
e 18. Observved Ratios of TIN to SRP fo
or Cherry Creeek (CC‐10) an
nd Cottonwoo
od Creek (CTT‐
2); No
ote Different Scales, 2000‐2013
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e 1. Comparisson of Volum
me‐Weighted Average Nut rient Concen
ntrations for IInflows, 2003
3‐
Table
2009 and 2010‐2013
Volume‐We
eighted Averaage Inflow Co
oncentration
n (ug/L)
(Co
ottonwood CCreek and Cheerry Creek)
SRP
Nitrate
Ammonia
Ave
eraging Perio
od
2003‐2009
2010‐2013

119
114

880
782

97
59

Total suspended so
olids (TSS) concentrations are also relattively high on
n the inflows (Figure 19).
Mediaan TSS concentrations for Cherry Creekk and Cottonw
wood Creek aare similar forr 2003‐2013,
at 28 and 29 mg/L,, respectivelyy. Much highe
er TSS concenntrations, how
wever, can bee observed
duringg storm events on each off the tributaries. Both trib utaries have shown an apparent
reducction in non‐storm event TSS
T concentrations since 20008, likely refflecting water‐quality
impro
ovement projects in the waatersheds.

Figure
e 19. TSS Con
ncentrations in Cottonwood Creek (CTT‐2) and Cherry Creek (CC‐‐10). 2000‐
2013
3.4

Meteorology

piled from fou
ur locations ( Figure 20) to support the developmentt
Meteorological data were comp
e conceptual understandin
ng and compille inputs for tthe model. TThese included
d KAPA
of the
(Centennial Airporrt), CPW Met (Colorado Parks and Wildllife Met Station at Cherry Creek), KBKF
RSS (Lowry Raange Solar Staation). KAPA data were ussed for all butt
(Buckkley Air Force Base), and LR
solar radiation and
d air temperature. CPW Met
M data weree used for solar radiation aand air
tempe
erature. Unfo
ortunately, wind
w
data from
m CPW Met ccould not be u
used due to eextensive dataa
formaatting and datte‐stamp issu
ues. Missing data
d
for air teemperature w
were filled in ffrom KAPA,
and missing
m
data fo
or solar radiaation were filled in from LR
RSS. Data from KBKF weree used as a
secon
ndary backfill source for missing data which could noot be filled fro
om other sou
urces.
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Figure 20. Locations of Met Stations Used to Compile Meteorological Inputs
Meteorological conditions at the reservoir are characterized by sunny and warm summers,
relatively cool winters, low precipitation, and high winds. Peak summer air temperatures range
from 96 °F (36 °C) to 107 °F (41.7 °C) for the simulation period of 2003‐2013. Within that period,
the warmest summers were 2003, 2005, and 2012. The coolest summers were 2004 and 2009.
Annual winter low temperatures range from 0.2 °F (‐18 °C) to 12 °F (‐11 °C). The coolest months
in the simulation period were February of 2007 and February of 2012. The average precipitation
of ~17 inches per year (43 cm/yr) is typical for the semi‐arid, high plains. Finally, average wind
speeds (at the 10 m elevation of the wind data from KAPA) were approximately 9 mph (4 m/s).
The wind comes most frequently from the south or north (Figure 21) and is characterized by
occasional strong gusts, with calm conditions occurring during 10% of the record. The reservoir
has little natural sources of physical sheltering from the wind.
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Figure 21. Wind Rose, 2003‐2013, KAPA Data from 10 m
3.5

In-Reservoir Water Quality

Water‐quality data from stations CCR1, CCR2 and CCR3 (Figure 7) were reviewed in detail in
development of the conceptual understanding. This section presenting highlights focuses
primarily on CCR2, the deepest sampling location. Data reflect a warm, relatively shallow,
eutrophic, polymictic reservoir.
Temperature profile data indicate the reservoir is frequently isothermal or nearly isothermal
through the summer months (Figure 22). Peak surface temperature each summer ranges from
~23 °C (73 °F) to ~25 °C (77 °F). Thermistor data indicate that top to bottom temperatures in the
reservoir vary from 0 to 4 °C from spring through fall (Figure 23). As a result, temperatures at
the deepest part of the reservoir reach relatively high peak temperatures, ranging from ~21 °C
(70 °F) to ~23.5 °C (74 °F).
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Figure
e 22. June th
hrough September Temperature Profilees at CCR2, 22005 and 2010
0

Figure
e 23. Thermiistor‐Measure
ed Temperatture Differencce between 1 m and 7 m aat CCR2,
2007‐‐2013
While
e the reservoir exhibits isotthermal cond
ditions perioddically throughout the sum
mmer, there
are tyypically still ve
ertical concen
ntration gradiients apparennt in dissolved
d oxygen (DO
O) and nutrien
nt
data through
t
the summer
s
montths. Dissolved oxygen datta from 1 m and the bottom‐most
obserrvation (usuallly within 1 m of the bottom3) are plott ed from CCR22 and CCR3 in
n Figure 24.
These
e data show anoxia
a
or hypo
oxia at the bo
ottom the resservoir at CCR
R2 each summ
mer, and
higher concentrations at the top. This gradie
ent is driven by high sedim
ment oxygen demand (SOD
D)

3

Note
e that “Bottom” data at CCR2
2 and CCR3 prio
or to 2006 are often more th
han one meter above the
bottom
m, resulting in higher DO valu
ues.
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e bottom and reaeration and photosyntthesis at the ttop. Since initiation of thee aerators,
at the
bottom DO concen
ntrations have
e decreased slightly
s
at CCR
R2 and increaased at CCR3.. The
ease at CCR2 likely reflects induced sediiment oxygenn demand. Th
his is a pheno
omenon
decre
obserrved in other systems with
h oxygenation
n / circulation systems (e.gg., Ashley, 198
83, Soltero ett
al., 19
994, Moore et al., 1996 and Gantzer et al., 2009), re flecting increeased gradien
nts and
reducctions in the diffusive
d
boun
ndary layer att the sedimennt water interrface. Induceed sediment
demaand occurs wh
hen existing potential
p
for DO
D consumpttion exceeds aavailable DO.. It is
expeccted, as suppo
orted by sediment core daata, that the SSOD at CCR2 iis higher than
n that at CCR3
3,
possib
bly explainingg the difference in responsse to the desttratification ssystem.

Figure
e 24. Dissolvved Oxygen Concentration
n at 1 m and N
Near the Botttom of the Reservoir at
CCR2 and CCR3; Re
ed Line Indicaates Start of Aeration Sys tem
Top and bottom co
oncentrationss for nitrate and
a ammoniaa are shown in
n Figure 25.
Conce
entrations of inorganic nitrogen speciess tend to be rrelatively low
w at the top off the reservoiir,
with an
a average off 12 ug/L for nitrate
n
and 23
3 ug/L for am
mmonia. Recaalling that thee volume‐
weigh
hted average inflow concentrations for nitrate and aammonia are 840 ug/L and
d 83 ug/L,
respectively, it is apparent that concentratio
ons at the topp of the reservvoir show a p
pattern of algaal
uptakke. At the botttom of the re
eservoir, nitraate concentraations tend to
o also be low (averaging 22
ug/L).. Ammonia at the bottom, however, exxhibits elevatted concentraations (averagging 85 ug/L),,
indicaative of decayy of organic matter
m
and am
mmonia relea se from sedim
ments. Ammonia
conce
entrations at the
t bottom can show multtiple peaks inn the summerr, reflecting p
periodic mixin
ng
or parrtial vertical mixing.
m
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e 25. Nitrate
e and Ammon
nia Observations from thee Top and Botttom of the R
Reservoir,
Figure
2003‐‐2013; Red Line Indicates Start of Aeration System
Obserrved concentrations of SRP
P at the top and
a the bottoom of the reseervoir indicate a seasonal
pattern of low winter concentraations and summertime peeaks (Figure 226). There is a
entration grad
dient from the bottom to the
t top, indiccative of nutriient release ffrom
conce
sedim
ments at the bottom
b
and uptake from algae closer too the surface. Surface concentrations
average 22 ug/L an
nd bottom co
oncentrations average 50 uug/L. These in
oncentrationss
n‐reservoir co
are lo
ow relative to the average inflow volum
me‐weighted aaverage conceentration of 1
120 ug/L.
Unlike
e, nitrate and
d ammonia ho
owever, concentrations neear the surfacce of the reseervoir exhibit a
clear pattern of pe
eak values in the
t summer. This is directtly indicative of two thingss. First, theree
is som
me mixing from the bottom
m to the top of
o the reservooir, providing nutrients fro
om sediment
releasse to the surface througho
out the summ
mer months. SSecond theree is excess pho
osphate at th
he
surfacce relative to inorganic nitrogen, indicating nitrogenn limitation fo
or algal growtth.
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Figure
e 26. SRP Ob
bservations frrom the Top and
a Bottom o
of the Reservvoir, 2003‐2013; Red Line
Indica
ates Start of Aeration
A
Systtem
The algal response
e in the reservvoir, as indicaated by chloroophyll a, is sh
hown in samp
ples from the
photicc zone at CCR
R2 in Figure 27. Chlorophyyll a concentrrations range from 1 ug/L tto 57 ug/L,
with an
a average fo
or the 2003‐20
013 period off 20 ug/L. Thee summer chlorophyll a co
oncentrationss
show a period from
m 2004 through 2009 of re
elatively loweer values. Inteerestingly, th
his
e period of tim
me with incre
eased inflow rratios of TIN: SRP (see Figu
ure 18 and
corressponds to the
associated discussion). It is posssible that higgher inflow TIIN:SRP ratios are beneficiaal, reducing
hlorophyll a response in th
he reservoir. Further, a chhange in algal assemblage to more
the ch
edible
e algal types in
i response to
o higher TIN:SSRP ratios (ass observed byy Barica et al., 1980, Smith
h,
1983, Schindler et al., 2008) cou
uld result in a change in zoooplankton sp
pecies and co
oncentrationss,
which
h could have a net effect of
o reducing alggal concentraations. Unforrtunately, theere are no
zooplankton data available
a
from
m 2002‐2010.. Algal speciees data do not show clear changes in
specie
es dominance
e through thiss period; how
wever, due to the lack of biovolume datta prior to
2009 and the lab change
c
for alggal assessmen
nt in 2009 (disscussed in greeater detail B
Boyer et al.,
hesis is difficu
ult to definitivvely verify or refute with the data.
2014aa), the hypoth
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Summer Avvg. Std 18 ug/L

Figure
e 27. Observved Chlorophyyll a Concenttrations from CCR2 (2003‐‐2013) and Co
omparison to
o
Stand
dard; Red Line
e Indicates Sttart of Aeration System
Due to the high alggal concentraations, as welll as high TSS ((averaging 155 mg/L in the photic zone,
013), the rese
ervoir exhibitts low clarity ((Figure 28). TThis can affecct
per daata available from 2011‐20
algal growth
g
patterns, indicating low light traansmission too deeper partts of the reservoir. The
average clarity is 0.9
0 m. Clarity ranged from 0.4 m to 2.9 m; both meaasured in 200
09.

Figure
e 28. Secchi Depth at CCR
R2
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Lastly, in 2012, there was a fish kill in the reservoir between August 14 and August 23. The
cause of the fish kill is expected to be a combination of high water temperatures and low
dissolved oxygen creating poor conditions, also known as a “temperature‐oxygen squeeze”. Of
the 548 fish collected by Colorado Parks and Wildlife, 97% were gizzard shad and 3% were
walleye. There were no other such fish kills observed in the reservoir in there period between
2003 and 2013 (Wolf, personal communication, 2015).
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Model Development

For reasons detailed in the Task 2 Technical Memo (Boyer et al., 2014b), the modeling software
CE‐QUAL‐W2 v3.71 (Cole and Wells, 2011) was selected for development of the hydrodynamic
and water‐quality model of the reservoir. CE‐QUAL‐W2 (W2) is a two‐dimensional
hydrodynamic and water‐quality model. The model assumes lateral homogeneity, but simulates
variation longitudinally and vertically to the resolution specified. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers originally developed the model, and it is currently supported and updated by Portland
State University. The model is coded in FORTRAN, available in the public domain, and can be
operated from a Windows environment. Detailed documentation of the software and
associated technical manuals are available at http://www.ce.pdx.edu/w2/.
4.1

Bathymetry

Developing the bathymetric representation of the reservoir in W2 requires designation of
segments and layers. Segments were oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow of the
original thalweg of Cherry Creek. This resulted in segments laid out parallel to the dam. Spacing
of segments considered capturing the variations in the bathymetric structure and the aeration
system, as well as the location of in‐reservoir sampling data. Ultimately, an even segment
spacing of 200 m was set, for a total of 12 active segments, as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 29. Model Segment Layout Shown with Bathymetric Contours, Aeration System (Pink
Circles), and Sampling Locations (Three Black Stars)
Model layer spacing was defined considering observed vertical variability in water‐quality
response and the need to simulate aerator placement. Based on profile data such as that shown
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in Figure 30, a verttical discretizaation of 0.5 m was selecteed. This resulted in 19 actiive layers in
m
the model.

Figure
e 30. Examplle of Profile Data
D
Considerations in Sellecting Verticcal Discretization of Modeel
Layerrs
A view
w of the mod
del profile witthout verticaal exaggeratio
on is presenteed in
Figure
e 32 to suppo
ort visualizatio
on of the rese
ervoir, and a plan view of tthe model is shown in
Figure
e 33. Cross‐sections develloped from th
he 1‐ft bathym
metric contou
urs were used
d to develop
4
the grrid and widths for each cell . An examp
ple section‐vieew of a segm
ment (segment 12) is shown
in Figure 33.

4

Model bathymetry was calculated
d from these contours
c
by meeasuring width
hs perpendiculaar to the
pal direction of flow at each contour depth
h along 24 tran sects equally‐d
distributed at 1
100 meter
princip
intervals over the reservoir. The average width at
a each depth in each of the 12 active mod
del segments
was caalculated, and the vertical disscretization of the model batthymetry was sset at 0.5 meteer resolution
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Figure
e 31. Profile View of Mod
del Grid

e 32. Model Profile witho
out Exaggeratted Vertical SScale
Figure

Figure
e 33. Plan View of Model Grid (Left) and Section V iew of Segmeent 12 (Right)
The re
esulting elevaation‐to‐volum
me and are elevation‐to‐s urface area relationships w
were
comp
pared to those
e based on th
he 1‐ft contou
ur data. The bbathymetry in
n the model m
matches the
obserrved bathyme
etry well. A co
omparison off model and ccontour‐based elevation‐to‐volume

using linear interpolation between
n measured con
ntours to calcuulate center‐lin
ne widths. Wh
here necessary,,
m
to ensure
e bottom width
hs were greate r than or equaal to 10 meterss, and so that
adjusttments were made
the wiidth of each ce
ell was at least 10% of the wid
dth of the cell directly abovee it, as recomm
mended for
optimal model perfo
ormance.
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onship is pressented in Figu
ure 34, with an
a indication of the operatting range of the 2003‐
relatio
2013 period. The absolute
a
meaan error (AMEE) is 0.28% (4 9 AF; 60,400 m3), and the root mean
MSE) is 0.37% (66
( AF; 81,40
00 m3).
squarred error (RM

Figure
e 34. Comparison of Mod
del Bathymetry and Conto
our Data Elevation ‐ Volum
me
Relatiionship
A com
mparison of model
m
and con
ntour‐based surface
s
area‐tto‐volume relationship is p
presented in
Figure
e 35, with an indication of the operating range of th e 2003‐2013 period. The AME is 0.49%
%
2
of the
e total area (4
4.8 acres; 19,4
400 m ), and the RMSE is 00.60% of the total area (6..0 acres;
2
24,30
00 m ).
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e 35. Comparison of Mod
del Bathymetry and Conto
our Data Elevation ‐ Volum
me
Figure
Relatiionship
4.2

Applicatio
on of the Wa
ater Balance
e

eveloped for the
t water balance were appplied in the m
model to app
proximate
Daily flow rates de
ns as describe
ed below and as shown onn Figure 36:
actual flow pattern
ws:
Inflow
 Cherry Cre
eek inflows were
w
assigned
d as the brancch inflow, enttering the mo
odel at the firsst
active seggment. Cherryy Creek inflow
ws are set to flow in accorrding to relative thermal
density.
 Cottonwo
ood Creek inflows were assigned as a trributary inflow
w, entering th
he model at
the second active segm
ment and set to
t flow in acccording to relative thermal density.
 Groundwa
ater inflows were
w
set to enter the moddel in the seco
ond segment also. This is
based on the location a greatest see
epage identiffied by Lewis et al. (2005) tthrough
m
measurrements and sediment connductivity and
d water conteent
seepage meter
observatio
ons. The grou
undwater infllows are set tto flow in acccording to relaative density..
S
Wate
er inflows we
ere assigned aas tributary in
nflows into th
he eighth
 Ungaged Surface
active seggment, recogn
nizing that some of this infflow enters th
he reservoir vvia ungaged
channelize
ed flows adjacent to this segment. Theese flows are also set to flo
ow in
according to relative de
ensity.
he model distrributed acrosss the reservo
oir surface in proportion to
o
 Precipitattion enters th
the surfacce area of the
e segments.
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ows:
Outflo
 Dam Releases are simu
ulated as rele
eases from a ppoint‐type strructure in thee last active
hin the reservvoir. The
segment, defined in the model by elevation of thhe outlet with
t selective withdrawal aalgorithm in th
he W2 code. This
outlet is set up to use the
withdrawal zzone for each outlet based
t
d on outflow,
algorithm calculates a time‐varying
ometry, and upstream
u
den
nsity gradient s.
outlet geo
 Evaporation is set to be removed from the toop layer of th
he reservoir, distributed in
he segments.
proportion to the surfaace area of th
 Outflow Seepage
S
is designated
d
in
n the modell as an outfflow from th
he final activve
segment and
a seepage is
i specified to
o come from tthe bottom laayer of that ssegment.

e 36. Locatio
on of Inflows and Outflows Applied in M
Model
Figure
4.3

Algae and
d Zooplankto
on

olume and de
ensity data we
ere reviewed for seasonal progression patterns to
Algal species biovo
develop inputs for algal groups.. There are so
ome patternss in the data, but there is a lot of
variab
bility from yeaar to year. Frrom the data,, four algal grroups were asssigned in thee model:
1. Group 1: Spring
S
and Faall. The data show
s
spring aand fall domin
nance of cryp
ptophytes,
green algae, diatoms, euglenoids,
e
ch
hrysophytes, and dinoflageellates in som
me years.
W
Typically, winter algae are dom
minated by cryyptomonads, green algae,
2. Group 2: Winter.
and diatom
ms. In some years,
y
there are
a also signifficant percenttages of golden algae,
euglenoidss, chrysophyttes, and crypttophytes throough this timee.
S
Nitrrogen Fixing Cyanobacteri
C
ia. This algal group was ad
dded to
3. Group 3: Summer,
represent nitrogen‐fixin
ng cyanobacteria behaviorr in summer m
months. Thiss algal group
was also assigned zero settling ratess to reflect buuoyancy charaacteristics.
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S
The
e warmest mo
onths exhibit a wide rangee of algal typees comprisingg
4. Group 4: Summer.
significant proportions of the algal density
d
and biiomass over tthe years. Th
hese include
chlorophyttes, diatoms, cyanobacteria, green algaae, and dinofllagellates.
Maxim
mum growth rates specifie
ed in the mod
del for these ffour algal gro
oups are preseented as a
functiion of water temperature
t
in Figure 37. This figure aalso presents the maximum
m settings forr
zooplankton growtth, which willl be discussed
d in more dettail in Section 5. The maximum growth
rates of nitrogen‐fixing cyanobaacteria are low
ps and largelyy limited to
wer than oth er algal group
warm
mer water conditions, reflecting the ene
ergetically taxxing nature off fixing atmosspheric
nitroggen.

Figure
e 37. Maximum Growth Rate
R
and Watter Temperatture for the FFour Algal Gro
oups and
Zoopllankton in the Model

4.4

Sediment

ment oxygen demand
d
and internal
i
loadiing are simulaated applyingg both the zerro‐order and
Sedim
first‐o
order sedimen
nt compartments in W2. The
T zero‐ordeer sediment ccompartmentt simulates
anaerrobic oxygen demand and internal loading. The firstt‐order sedim
ment comparttment
simulates aerobic decay
d
of detrritus at the se
ediment‐wateer interface, cconsuming oxxygen and
ding nutrients to the wate
er column. Th
hese are explaained in detail in the W2
provid
docum
mentation (Co
ole and Wellss, 2011). It was decided too apply both ssediment com
mpartments,
recoggnizing the higghly productivve nature of the
t reservoir and the variaable dissolved
d oxygen
conce
entrations at the
t bottom, even
e
during warm
w
summeer months.
4.5

Destratific
cation Syste
em

epresented in
n the model uusing the W2 Aeratec conttrols. This
The destratification system is re
ule allows the
e user to applyy a multiplierr to the verticcal mixing coeefficient on a segment‐by‐
modu
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ent basis, ove
er the layers of
o interest (Co
ole and Wellss, 2011). CE‐Q
QUAL‐W2 alsso allows for
segme
the diirect addition
n of oxygen to
o the water. In
I the model,, aerators were designated
d in the
secon
nd active layer above the bottom
b
(corre
esponding to 0.5 to 1 m ab
bove the bottom, reflecting
the ~0
0.6 to 0.75 m height of the
e aerator heads). Mixing w
was designateed from the aaerator headss
to the
e surface of th
he reservoir, recognizing that bubbles ffrom this systtem are routinely observed
at the
e surface. The
e aerators we
ere designate
ed in four segm
ments, patterrning their acctual location
in the
e reservoir (Figure 38).

Figure
e 38. Actual Location of Aerators
A
on Reservoir
R
Foo
otprint (Left) aand Model Seegments
Desiggnated to Con
ntain Aeratorr Heads (Rightt)
Becau
use the aerato
or bubbles haave a relatively short contaact time with the water beefore reaching
the su
urface (due to
o the relatively shallow nature of the reeservoir), and
d because thee aerators
supply air and not oxygen, limitted direct oxyygen loading iis expected. Addition of o
oxygen by
or bubbles was assigned by
b first estimaating the maxximum possib
ble oxygen loaad from the
aerato
aerato
ors. The aeraators provide 200 to 250 cubic feet of aair per minutee (or 8,155 cu
ubic meters
3
per daay). Assuming a density of air of 0.93 kg/m
k
at an alltitude of 5,5000 ft at 90°C, this
corressponds to 7,5
584 kg of air per
p day. Assu
uming 23% oxxygen, this eq
quates to 1,74
44 kg oxygen
per daay. Since the
e aerators are distributed over
o
four reseervoir segmen
nts, this is thee equivalent
of a maximum
m
potential of 436 kg of oxygen per day per ssegment, asssuming an eveen
distrib
bution. A total of 200 kg of
o oxygen perr day per segm
ment was useed in the mod
deling. This iss
a little
e less than haalf the maximum potentiall. The effect oof this directlly‐added oxyggen is minimaal
in the
e modeled ressponse, as waas simulation of the maxim
mum potentiaal load in a tesst run.

4.6

Model Cod
de Adjustme
ents

To better simulate
e the observed
d algal respon
nse, two adjuustments werre made to the W2 code to
o
allow for simple tim
me‐variation of select paraameters:
1. Fish Kill Efffects
The fish kill in August of 2012 would
d be expectedd to have resu
ulted in an inccreased
organic maatter load to the
t bottom of
o the reservooir (in the form
m of dead fish
h). This
organic maatter would also
a be expectted to not bee buried as qu
uickly as algal detritus.
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Based on this, the model was coded to allow for an increase in organic matter
concentration in the 1st‐order sediment compartment following the fish kill. Further,
sediment burial rates were also decreased somewhat, starting after the fish kill in 2012.
To estimate the increase in organic matter delivered to the bottom the reservoir, it was
assumed that 90% of the fish settled to the bottom of the reservoir (Johnson, personal
communication, 2015). Based on the number of fish collected at the surface, this was
assumed to be roughly 5,000 fish. It was assumed that the average weight of each fish
was 0.2 kg/fish, resulting in ~1,000 kg of settled dead fish. Assuming 850 acres of
bottom surface (3.4E6 m2), this corresponds to 0.29 g of organic matter per square
meter. Assuming that half of this organic matter was carbon and applying the Redfield
ratio (C:N:P = 106:16:1), the following increases in sediment compartment
concentrations were applied: Carbon +0.14 g/m2, Nitrogen +0.02 g/m2, Phosphorus
+0.001 g/m2.
2. Zooplankton Effects
In general, the role of zooplankton on algal growth is expected to be minimal in Cherry
Creek Reservoir due to predation by gizzard shad and young walleye (Boyer et al, 2014a
and Lewis et al., 2004). Based on this the small amount of pressure on the
phytoplankton was simulated with slightly increased mortality rates in lieu of simulating
the highly suppressed zooplankton. Note: W2 does not simulate higher trophic
response of fish in the reservoir.
The observed data indicated a change in algal response in the reservoir, particularly
between 2004 and 2009 (Figure 27). This pattern does not correspond to a time of
observed reductions in in‐reservoir nutrient concentrations, differences in DO at the
bottom, or different water temperatures at the surface. This period of lower
summertime algal concentrations does, however, correspond to the period of increased
TIN:SRP ratios on the inflow (Figure 18). As discussed in Section 3.5, it was hypothesized
that this change in inflow nutrient ratios could affect algal species response and, in turn
zooplankton response. Unfortunately, there are no zooplankton data from 2003
through 2010 to verify speculation about an increased influence of zooplankton on
phytoplankton over part of the record. There may also be a pattern of increased
numbers of smaller gizzard shad outside of this period, as reflected in the fish sampling
data (Error! Reference source not found.). However, CPW sampling protocols did not
always include collection of smaller gizzard shad, so it is difficult to draw clear
conclusions from these data (Johnson, personal communication, 2015).
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Figure 39. CPW Fish Saampling Data Showing Posssible Period of Increased
d Smaller
had
Gizzard Sh
In short, ch
hanges in zoo
oplankton pre
essure on algaae (possibly in
n response to
o changing
algal and zooplankton
z
species
s
patterns, ultimatelly due to incrreased TIN:PO
O4 ratios)
representss the best avaailable hypoth
hesis at this tiime for this o
observed decrrease in algal
concentrattions from 20
005 through 2009.
2
Therefoore, the model code was m
modified to
simulate higher
h
zooplan
nkton growth
h rates betweeen 2005 and 2009. The reesulting
zooplankto
on growth ratte was still relatively low w
with high morrtality and preedation5. Thee
adjustmen
nt produced good
g
results in
n the simulattion.

5

Resu
ulting simulated
d zooplankton (2005‐2009) were
w
comparedd to observed zzooplankton co
oncentrations
(2011‐‐2013). The avverage simulated zooplankton concentratioon for 2005‐20009 was ~1.1 m
mg/L. Average
observved zooplankto
on concentrations for 2011‐2
2013 were 0.7 mg/L. The com
mparison, how
wever, is
consid
dered imperfecct, since Lewis et al. (2004) in
ndicated that t he dominant zzooplankton fo
or their study in
n
Cherryy Creek was a cyclopoid,
c
Diaccyclops thomassi, which is moore likely to feeed on protozoaan than
phytoplankton, citing Dobberfuhl et
e al. (1997). Therefore,
T
eve n fewer than 00.7 mg/L of zoo
oplankton thatt
n phytoplankto
on were likely present
p
from 2011‐2013.
2
fed on
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Moving forward, this is recognized as an uncertainty in the model. Zooplankton data, including
species information, are currently being collected. Continued collection of these data and
review relative to the TIN:SRP ratios of inflows and the in‐reservoir algal response are
recommended. Review of this information over time should help evaluate the hypothesis
presented here. Additionally, as a possible future refinement to the model, zooplankton could
be simulated for the entire period with a greater number of algal groups in the summer months
to better reflect the growth of more and less‐edible species. Such a refinement would require
some recalibration and recoding for the obligate nitrogen‐fixation effect (discussed in Section
5.3).
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Model Calibration

The calibration of the Cherry Creek Reservoir Model is described in this section. Calibration was
performed by adjusting conceptually‐relevant coefficients within reasonable ranges.
Reasonable ranges of coefficient settings were defined by model guidance documents and
literature. The process was iterative and not prescriptive. More than 1,000 model runs were
conducted in the calibration process for this model. The calibration focused on the observed
record from January 2003 through December 2013.
The ultimate calibration target for this model, based on the site‐specific standard driver for this
work, was the summertime chlorophyll a concentrations. Simulating chlorophyll a, however,
required reasonable simulation of water temperature, nutrient concentrations, sediment
dynamics and oxygen. Therefore, these are also considered calibration targets for this effort.
The focus in review of simulation results through calibrations was on simulating concentration
ranges, seasonal patterns, spatial patterns, and year‐to‐year differences by visual review of
graphical comparisons of observed and simulated results. The goal of this approach was to
reflect water‐quality mechanisms at work in the reservoir instead of simply focusing on
minimizing residual error statistics. In addition to visual review of patterns, calibration summary
statistics were calculated and are presented.
The following subsections present the calibration assumptions and results for water levels,
temperature, nutrients, DO, and algae / chlorophyll a. This section is supported by Attachments
A, B, and C, which include responses to peer reviewer comments on the draft calibration,
simulated and observed temperature results (profile and thermistor), and simulated and
observed dissolved oxygen results (profile).
5.1

Surface Water Elevation

Applying the water balance described in Section 3.2, simulated surface water elevations were
compared to the observed record. The model matched observations well, with and AME of 0.1
ft (0.04 m), an RMSE of 0.1 ft (0.04 m), and an average error of ‐0.1 ft (0.04 m). Simulated and
observed daily water levels are shown in Figure 40.
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e 40. Comparrison of Simulated and Ob
bserved Dailyy Water Levells, 2003‐2013
3
Figure
The model
m
outputss “water age””, indicating how
h long wat er in a given ccell has been in the
reservvoir. This outtput is generaally comparab
ble to residennce time. Sim
mulated waterr age in
Segment 12 (the se
egment corre
esponding to CCR1 and CC R2) at 1 m an
nd at the botttom are
1. Note that water
w
age staarts at zero accross the reseervoir at the sstart of each
shown in Figure 41
h a steady patttern is reached in the sec ond year. Water age at th
he top of the
simulation, though
he bottom, inndicating thatt short‐circuiting
reservvoir is not verry different frrom that at th
underrflows or overflows are very limited in this
t part of thhe reservoir. The exceptio
on is some
simulated overflow
w in some win
nter months and
a some bri ef underflow
w during non‐w
winter storm
eventts. The average water age simulated byy the model aat CCR2 from 2004‐2013 iss 247 days.

Figure
e 41. Simulatted Water Agge at 1 m and
d at the Botto
om at CCR2, 22003‐2013
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Temperature

Accurate simulation of water temperature in the reservoir is critical to water‐quality modeling.
Temperature is one indication of the simulation of mixing within the reservoir. Temperature is
also an integral part of simulating various reaction, growth, and decay rates within the model.
Calibration of water temperature is also dependent on the water‐quality simulation, particularly
in a eutrophic system like Cherry Creek Reservoir. The water‐quality simulation, which includes
simulation of total suspended solids, affects the transmission of light through the reservoir,
which in turn, affects the temperature response with depth. Therefore, the temperature
calibration was completed iteratively with the water‐quality simulation.
In this relatively shallow system with residence time on the order of 250 days, accurate
simulation of water temperature required good inputs for meteorological drivers. Air
temperature, wind, and solar radiation were the most critical meteorological inputs. Data from
the local meteorological stations (Figure 20) were tested in the model, and the compilation
described in Section 3.4 was identified as the best combination of information. Air temperature
and solar radiation data from the CPW Met station were particularly valuable in improving
calibration response. Based on this, it was recommended during a check‐in meeting with the
Authority Reservoir Modeling Committee that the Authority coordinate with CPW to check and
improve data collection and data management protocols for the CPW meteorological station.
Alternatively, a meteorological station could be installed at the dam, monitoring, at a minimum,
air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, and wind direction (Hydros presentation on the
March 23, 2015 conference call). These data would be valuable for future modeling and model
refinements.
The thermal simulation was less sensitive to inflow water temperatures from the tributaries, as
compared meteorological inputs, though not completely insensitive, particularly during larger
storm events. The 2003‐2013 dataset does not have continuous temperature data on the
inflows, so inputs were developed by applying seasonal multiple regressions of air temperature,
solar radiation, and flow rate to the available monthly temperature observations. Recently‐
installed thermistors in the inflow tributaries should help refine thermal inputs for future
modeling, particularly for storm events.
The 328 observed reservoir temperature profiles from CCR2 and CCR3, collected between 2003
and 2013, were reviewed relative to simulation results to guide the calibration. Additionally, the
thermistor data from CCR2 were compared to simulation results. The thermistors have
collected continuous temperature data at 1 m intervals since 2007. Thermistors are deployed in
March, April, or May of each year and retrieved in September, October, or early November. The
thermistor dataset was particularly useful for refining calibration in this very dynamic system.
Comparison of the simulated and observed temperature difference from the top to bottom, as
measured at CCR2 by the 1 m and 7 m thermistors, was also a useful review for calibration.
The in‐reservoir thermistor data were also helpful in calibration of increased vertical mixing due
to the destratification system. Following calibration focusing on the pre‐destratification system
period (2003‐2007), simulated aerator mixing was increased progressively from zero until it no
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o deteriorate) the calibrat ion of thermiistor response at CCR2 forr
longer improved (aand started to
ptimization off calibration ffocused on matching the thermistor‐
2008‐‐2013. Speciffically, this op
measured temperaature differen
nce between 1 m and 7 m at CCR2. Bassed on this ap
pproach, a
60% increase in ve
ertical mixing was set for destratificatio n system wheen operating..
Overaall, the thermal calibration
n is very good. The model successfully ssimulates thee overall
seaso
onal patterns and magnitud
des of observved water tem
mperatures. TThis includes simulation of
period
ds of brief strratification an
nd isothermall conditions. Three examp
ple CCR2 calib
bration
profiles over a rangge of temperatures are prresented in Fi gure 42. Thee full set of caalibrated and
obserrved profiles from
f
2003‐20
013 for CCR2 and CCR3 aree presented in
n Attachmentt B.

Figure
e 42. Examplle Calibration
n Profiles at CCR2
C
from 20007
Residuals for each profile obserrvation were calculated annd compiled tto evaluate simulation
r
tend
ded to be sligghtly greater iin May or Jun
ne, when water
error.. In general, residuals
tempe
erature were
e increasing most
m rapidly. The
T AME, RM
MSE, and averrage error forr the
tempe
erature profiles are presen
nted in Table 2. All of thesse metrics weere less than 1 °C. Resultss
indicaate similar staatistics at CCR
R2 and CCR3. Further, resuults were thee same (to thee tenth of a
degre
ee) for the period before and after the start
s
of the deestratification system (200
08).
Table
e 2. Summaryy Calibration Statistics forr Temperaturre Profiles, 20003‐2013
Metricc

CCR2
2

CCR3

Profiles ‐ Avverage AME

0.6 °C
C

0.6 °C

Profiles ‐ Ave
erage RMSE

0.7 °C
C

0.7 °C

Profiles ‐ Avverage Error

‐0.3 °C
C

‐0.1 °C

Obserrved thermisttor data plottted against sim
mulated tempperatures also shows good
d match of
seaso
onal patterns, magnitude, and
a diurnal raange from thee top to the b
bottom in all years. As an
example, the hourrly simulated and observed
d temperaturres at 1 m and
d 7m at CCR2 in 2008 are
3 and Figure 44,
4 respective
ely.
shown in Figure 43
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Figure
e 43. Observved and Simulated Hourly Temperaturees at 1 m at C
CCR2, 2008

Figure
e 44. Observved and Simulated Hourly Temperaturees at 7 m at C
CCR2, 2008
Top‐to‐bottom tem
mperature diffferences are also well sim
mulated by thee model. An example of
the ob
bserved and simulated
s
1m
m to 7m temperature diffe rence is provvided in Figuree 45. The
comp
plete set of ob
bserved and simulated
s
datta for the CCR
R2 thermistorrs is provided in
Attachment B.
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Figure
e 45. Observved and Simulated Hourly Temperaturee Differencess between 7 m and 1 m att
CCR2,, 2008
Calibrration summaary statistics for
f continuou
us thermistor data are sum
mmarized in TTable 3. All off
these measures off residuals are
e less than 1° C, providing good confideence in the th
hermal
simulation.

Table
e 3. Summaryy Calibration Statistics forr Thermistorss at CCR2, 20007‐2013
CCR2
AME

RMSE

Average
Error

Therrmistors ‐ Average AME/ RMSE / Average Error

0.7°C

0.7°C

‐0.3°C

Temp
p. Diff. (1m to
o 7m) – AME//RMSE/ Average Error

0.6°C

0.9°C

+0.3°C

Metric

5.3

Nutrients

m
simulattes ammonia,, nitrate, and phosphate ass state variab
bles. Simulatiion of these
The model
nutrie
ent concentraations in the reservoir
r
wass most sensitivve to algal seettings, anaerobic (0‐orderr)
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sediment release rates of ammonia and phosphate6 (PO4), and sediment burial rates affecting
aerobic sediment release rates of ammonia and PO4.
The reservoir exhibits significant cycling of nutrients between the water column and the
sediments. Aerobic and anaerobic decay of organic matter in the sediments releases ammonia
and PO4. Algae take up nutrients and eventually settle to the sediment surface for subsequent
decay. Due to mixing from the bottom to the top at times through summer months, this cycling
occurs in Cherry Creek Reservoir throughout the growing season.
The calibrated Cherry Creek model simulates these nutrient cycling mechanisms; however,
though the calibration process, several assumptions inherent to the existing version of CE‐QUAL‐
W2 were identified for possible future refinements to further improve the simulation. Note that
identifying these potential future refinements is not intended to undermine the perceived
strength of the current calibration. The calibrated model is a powerful and useful tool for the
Authority as is. Instead, these are documented to support informed review of simulation
results, consideration of application results, and to keep as placeholders for possible areas of
future model development.


Sediment Burial Rates: The sediment burial rate in the model is a constant value. This
setting defines a loss rate of settled detritus (primarily algae in this system) from the
sediment compartment that would be available of aerobic decay. It is likely that this
burial rate varies over time, responding to effects such as storm loading of higher
concentrations of solids. Sediment diagenesis simulation may (or may not) be beneficial
in improving time‐varying response related to sediment burial rates. A draft of W2 v.
4.0 with a beta version of sediment diagenesis capabilities was provided to Hydros by
Dr. Wells on June 22, 2015. However, based on the schedule and budget, use of this
updated tool has been deferred for future refinements.



Stoichiometry of Algae: The stoichiometry of algae is a constant in the model, but in
reality can vary over time. Excess PO4, in particular, can be taken up and stored by
algae when it is available in abundance. This is termed “luxury uptake”. The model
does not currently simulate luxury uptake; however, recoding this effect may be helpful
for future Cherry Creek modeling refinements. Given high concentrations of excess PO4
(relative to nitrate and ammonia) present at the top of the reservoir, simulation of
luxury uptake is expected to improve the simulation of PO4 response in Cherry Creek.

6

For the purposes of modeling, observations of SRP were considered to represent phosphate for inputs
and review of results. Throughout the calibration section observations of SRP are referred to as
phosphate or PO4.
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Nitrogen Fixation: Nitrogen fixation is expected to be occurring in the reservoir, based
on simulation and review of observed data patterns for ammonia, nitrate, and PO4.
Nitrogen fixation is the process by which some cyanobacteria fix atmospheric nitrogen
(N2) for use in cellular development when nitrate / ammonia availability is limited. The
model simulates nitrogen fixation, and a nitrogen fixing algal group (Group 3) is
designated in the Cherry Creek Reservoir model. The model, however, currently only
simulates nitrogen fixers as obligate nitrogen fixers. In other words, when this algal
group grows, it can only get its nitrogen from atmospheric nitrogen. In reality, nitrogen
fixation is an energetically expensive process for the cells, and cells revert to direct
ammonia / nitrate uptake when these forms of nitrogen become available in the water
column again (Bergman et al., 1999, pg. 4). Recoding nitrogen fixation as a future
refinement to the Cherry Creek model, to allow nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria to revert
to direct ammonia / nitrate uptake in the presence of adequate concentrations of
dissolved forms, could further improve the simulation of nitrogen subspecies and algae.

In spite of these items that may merit future refinements, the model currently performs well
overall simulating the nutrient response in this dynamic system. The model simulates the major
processes of nutrient uptake, nutrient release from sediments, and the resulting nutrient
gradient from bottom to top. Calibration summary statistics for nitrate, ammonia, and PO4 are
presented in Table 4. These include average error, AME, and RMSE for CCR1, CCR2 and CCR3.
The following discussions compare the time‐series simulation results to observations.
Table 4. Summary Calibration Statistics for Nutrients, 2003‐2013

Nitrate and Nitrite as N (mg/L)
Phosphate as P (mg/L)
Total Ammonia as N (mg/L)

5.3.1

CCR1
Photic (0‐3m)
Avg.
Error AME RMSE
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.06

CCR2
Photic (0‐3m)
Bottom
Avg.
Avg.
Error AME RMSE Error AME RMSE
0.03
0.04
0.09
0.04
0.05
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.12

CCR3
Photic (0‐3m)
Avg.
Error AME RMSE
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.06

Ammonia

Observed and simulated ammonia concentrations at the top and bottom of the reservoir at
CCR2 are presented in Figure 46. The model effectively simulates uptake of ammonia by algae
in the photic zone as well as ammonia release from the sediments. At times, the model over‐
simulates ammonia concentrations, likely reflecting small differences in actual and simulated
algal uptake. However, the general magnitudes and seasonal patterns, as wells as the relative
concentration gradient from the bottom to the top of the reservoir are reflected in the
simulation results. As a reminder for reference, the inflow ammonia volume weighted average
concentration was 83 ug/L through this period.
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e 46. Simulatted and Obse
erved Ammon
nia Concentraations at CCR
R2, 2003‐2013
3
Figure
5.3.2

Niitrate

Obserrved and simu
ulated nitrate
e concentratio
ons at the topp and bottom
m of the reserrvoir at CCR2
are prresented in Figure 47. The
e model effecctively simula tes uptake off nitrate by allgae in the
photicc zone. Nitrate is not releaased from the
e sediments, and nitrificattion producess very little
nitratte in the simulation. As a reminder
r
for reference, thhe inflow nitraate volume‐w
weighted
average concentraation was 840
0 ug/L through
h this period. As with amm
monia, at tim
mes, the modeel
over‐ssimulates nitrrate concentrrations, likelyy reflecting sm
mall differences in actual aand simulated
d
algal uptake.
u
How
wever, the mo
odel does simu
ulate significaant nitrate up
ptake relativee to inflow
conce
entrations and
d the lack of a significant concentration
c
n gradient fro
om top to botttom.
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ons at CCR2, 2003‐2013
e 47. Simulatted and Obse
erved Nitrate
e Concentratio
Figure
5.3.3

Ph
hosphate

Obserrved and simu
ulated PO4 co
oncentrationss at the top a nd bottom off the reservoir at CCR2 aree
presented in Figure 48. The mo
odel effective
ely simulates tthe seasonal excess PO4 aat the top of
the re
eservoir, sediment releases of PO4, and
d the concenttration gradieent of decreassing PO4
conce
entrations witth decreasingg depth. At times, particul arly in late su
ummer and early fall, the
mode
el over‐simulaates PO4 conccentrations in
n the reservoiir. The lack o
of luxury uptake behavior in
the model
m
may help to explain this.
t
As a rem
minder for refference, the iinflow PO4 vo
olume
weigh
hted average concentration was 117 ugg/L through thhis period.
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e 48. Simulatted and Obse
erved Phosph
hate Concentrations at CC
CR2, 2003‐201
13
Figure
5.4

Dissolved Oxygen

erry Creek Re
eservoir, disso
olved oxygen is primarily ccontrolled by aerobic and aanaerobic
In Che
SOD, organic matter decay in th
he water colu
umn, and reaeeration from the surface. The dissolved
d
en response, therefore,
t
refflects the dyn
namic nature of mixing and
d algal activitty in the
oxyge
reservvoir. Calibrattion of dissolvved oxygen was
w sensitive tto anaerobic ((0‐order) SOD
D rates, the
st
1 ‐ord
der sedimentt burial rates, and the amo
ount of algal bbiomass simu
ulated.
5.4.1

Diissolved Oxy
ygen Datasett Concerns

Review and attempted simulation of DO obsservations gennerated somee questions aabout the
dataset. First, therre is an apparrent shift in the observed DO values aftter 2010. Speecifically,
d oxygen concentrations at
a the top are consistently lower, by a feew mg/L, thaan
obserrved dissolved
the eaarlier period (2003
(
‐2010) (Figure 49). In contrast, t he model sim
mulates fairly consistent,
seaso
onally‐varyingg DO concentrrations at the
e top through the entire peeriod (2003‐2
2013). Other
data were
w
reviewe
ed for relevan
nt changes thaat could correespond to thiis temporal pattern in the
obserrved DO datasset, but none
e were found. Specifically, there was no
o change in w
wind, relative
chloro
ophyll a concentrations, or nutrient loaading that maatched this paattern.
Recoggnizing that calibration of DO probes caan require inpput of baromeetric pressuree, a theory
was te
ested. Barom
metric pressurre is typically reported as a sea‐level prressure in weather reportss
and must
m be conve
erted to a pre
essure at the altitude of thhe reservoir. If an altitude adjustment iis
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m
an apprroximate erro
or of a 25% increase in obsservations migght be expectted. Such an
not made,
adjusttment producces a better fit
f with modeled data. Beccause this theeory is specullative,
howe
ever, no adjusstments were made to obsserved data inn comparison
n with model data.

Pe
eriod of Relativvely Higher DO
O
Concentratio
ons at Top

Note: Obbserved data fro
om 11/18/08
(31.9 mgg/L) not shown ffor scale

Figure
e 49. Observved and Simulated Dissolvved Oxygen att the Top, CC
CR2, 2003‐201
13
Otherr questions ab
bout the obse
erved DO data were also nnoted. First, tthere are casees of high
superr‐saturation of
o DO at the to
op (and some
etimes at the bottom) wheen chlorophyll a
conce
entrations are
e relatively low. For example, on April 113, 2005, thee DO profile at CCR2
indicaates 17.1 mg//L DO at the top and 16.8 mg/L
m
at the bbottom (Figurre 50). For the given water
tempe
erature, this corresponds to a super‐saturation of 1885% and 182%, respectiveely. While
algae can cause super‐saturatio
on of DO, such
h extreme su per‐saturatio
on would not be expected
w
were not
n particularly calm and oobserved chlo
orophyll a wass 16.8 ug/L.
at thiss time when winds
Examples of this arre also apparent in more recent
r
years ((e.g., May 31,, 2011 data in
ndicate at
c
n of 15.5 mg/L [153% saturration] with a chlorophyll a
dissollved oxygen concentration
conce
entration of 12.4
1 ug/L).
Secon
nd, fish response does not support such
h high percennt DO saturatiion. Lethal to
oxicity due to
DO su
uper‐saturatio
on for walleye
e was found to
t occur at 1225‐130% supeer‐saturation in a study
from the State of Washington
W
(Beeman et all., 2003). In tthat study, haalf the populaation of
walleyye died within 62 hours off exposure to 130% DO supper‐saturatio
on conditions.. Based on
this, itt is unlikely th
hat super‐satturation at or above this vaalue occurred
d from top to bottom in
Cherrry Creek Reservoir over the
e period of re
ecord. Yet su per‐saturatio
on at or much
h greater than
n
125% is in the obse
erved datasett to depths off 7+ m on muultiple dates b
between 2003
3 and 2013.
a cases of unexpected large differennces in observved super‐satturation of DO
O
Third,, there were also
7
betwe
een CCR1 and
d CCR2 that are not explain
ned by differeences in chlorophyll a . Fo
or example,

7

As de
escribed in Boyyer et al. (2014
4) chlorophyll a concentratio ns between CC
CR1 and CCR2 match well
througghout the yearrs with very litttle variation be
etween the loccations.
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05, DO at the
e top of the re
eservoir at CCCR1 was 12.5 mg/L (143% ssaturation)
on Occtober 16, 200
with a chlorophyll a concentrattion of 6.3 ug//L. The samee‐day sample at CCR2 was 6.5 mg/L DO
(75% saturation) with
w a chlorop
phyll a concen
ntration of 9 uug/L. These p
profiles are sh
hown in
Figure
e 50.

Figure
e 50. Observved DO Profile
es at CCR1, CCR2, and CCR
R3 on April 133, 2005 and O
October 16,
2008
d
not repre
esent a comp
plete QAQC re
eview of all o bserved DO p
profiles relative to
This does
obserrved chloroph
hyll a data, sin
nce that was beyond the sscope of this eeffort. Insteaad, this is a
note of
o perceived uncertainty in
n the observe
ed dissolved ooxygen dataset.
5.4.2

DO
O Calibration
n Results

Despite the perceived uncertain
nty in the obsserved dataseet, these dataa were used w
without
adjusttment or censoring for calibration and generation oof calibration sstatistics. Calibration
statisttics were gen
nerated from observed datta profiles at CCR2 and CCR3. The complete set of
obserrved and simu
ulated DO pro
ofiles is presented in Attacchment C.
Table
e 5. Summaryy Calibration Statistics forr Dissolved Oxxygen Profilees, 2003‐2013
3
Metricc

CCR2
2

CCR3

Profiles ‐ Avverage AME

1.4 mg/LL DO

11.3 mg/L DO

Profiles ‐ Ave
erage RMSE

1.6 mg/LL DO

11.5 mg/L DO

Profiles ‐ Avverage Error

‐0.4 mg/LL DO

00.1 mg/L DO

Simulated bottom DO concentrration data arre plotted agaainst the deep
pest observed
d DO data at
s
high
hly variable D
DO concentrattions at the b
bottom the
CCR2 in Figure 51. The model simulates
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ng intermitten
nt mixing due
e to intermitteent isothermaal or near isotthermal
reservvoir, reflectin
conditions and asssociated wind
d and aerator‐‐driven mixin g. The modeel also simulattes an
ed oxygen at the bottom at
a CCR3 startiing in 2008 (FFigure 52), maatching
increaase in dissolve
relativve observatio
ons during destratification system oper ations. The increased mixxing, bringing
oxyge
enated water to the bottom
m, is responsible for this inncrease, in th
he model and in the field.
As noted in Section
n 3.5, the obsserved data suggest possibble apparent induced sediment oxygen
demaand at CCR2. This effect is not clearly re
eflected in thee simulation results, which
h would not
be expected to sim
mulate reducttions to the diiffusive boun dary layer. A future refineement could
consid
der modifyingg the code or testing the new
n sedimentt diagenesis vversion to imp
prove
simulation of appaarent induced
d increases to SOD. The cuurrent calibrated model, however,
a ranges off DO at the boottom of the reservoir.
reasonably simulattes patterns and

Figure
e 51. Observved and Simulated Dissolvved Oxygen att the Bottom
m, CCR2, 2003
3‐2013
(Note:: Not all observvations were within
w
0.5 m of the bottom. D
Data from 20033‐2006 are typically greater
than 0.5
0 m from the bottom.)

Figure
e 52. Observved and Simulated Dissolvved Oxygen att the Bottom
m, CCR3, 2003
3‐2013
(Note:: Not all observvations were within
w
0.5 m of the bottom. W
With the exception of severall months in
2007, 2008, and 201
10, most of these observed da
ata are from rooughly 1 m aboove the bottom
m.)

The siimulated dataa were also re
eviewed to evvaluate the siimulation of tthe DO gradieent from the
top off the reservoiir to the botto
om. As show
wn in Figure 533, the model simulates a ggradient
similaar to the obse
erved patterns.
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Observed
d

Simulatted

Figure
e 53. Observved and Simulated Dissolvved Oxygen G
Gradient from
m Top to Botto
om, CCR2,
2003‐‐2013
(Note:: Not all “botto
om” observatio
ons in the uppeer figure were w
within 0.5 m off the bottom. Data from
2003‐2
2006 are typica
ally greater tha
an 0.5 m from the bottom.)

Overaall, despite the remaining uncertainty
u
th
he observed DO data at times, the mod
del produces a
reasonable simulattion of concentration pattterns and rangges as well ass the general gradient from
m
o bottom. Further, the observed increaase in DO at t he bottom th
he reservoir aat CCR3,
top to
attributable to mixxing by the de
estratification
n system, is b eing simulateed by the mod
del. To help
resolvve some of th
he remaining uncertainty, it
i was recomm
mended during a check‐in
n meeting with
the Re
eservoir Mod
deling Committee that the Authority insstall continuo
ous DO probes at 1 m
below
w the surface and at 0.5 m above the bo
ottom of the reservoir at C
CCR2 (Hydross presentation
n
on Maarch 23, 2015
5 conference call). These data
d
will helpp determine h
how dynamic the actual DO
O
respo
onse is in the deepest
d
partss of the reserrvoir and provvide more infformation to h
help assess
poten
ntial apparentt induced SOD
D. Similar mo
onitoring at CCCR3 could alsso be helpful to refine SOD
D
settin
ngs in the mod
del; however,, continuous DO data at thhis location iss considered less critical.
5.5

Algae

mertime chlo
orophyll a in the
t reservoir was the prim
mary calibratio
on target for
Simulation of summ
el development due to the site‐specific standard. Sim
mulation of aalgal responsee in the
mode
reservvoir was highly sensitive to
o a wide rangge of algal setttings, including algal grow
wth rates,
mortaality, settling, temperature
e rate multipliers, and stoi chiometry. TThe nitrogen‐fixing algal
group
p was also sen
nsitive to the half‐saturatio
on concentra tions for PO44. Algal growth was also
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ent burial rates and ammo
onia and PO4 release ratess from the 0‐o
order
sensittive to sedime
sedim
ment comparttment. Reaso
onable simulation of light ttransmission in the reservo
oir was also
neede
ed. Adjustme
ents to reflectt the 2012 fish kill and posssible variability in zooplan
nkton
pressure (describe
ed in Section 4.6)
4 were also
o important ffor the simulaation of chloro
ophyll a.
orophyll a con
ncentrations are plotted w
with observed
d data for CCR
R2 in Figure
The siimulated chlo
54. The model reaasonably simu
ulates general patterns an d concentration ranges, th
hough the
timingg of peaks do
o not always match,
m
as reflected in poinnt‐by‐point staatistics. Calib
bration
summ
mary statisticss for the entirre simulation period, inclu ding months of the year are presented
d
in Tab
ble 6.

Figure
e 54. Simulatted and Obse
erved Chlorop
phyll a Conceentrations in the Photic Zo
one, 2003‐
2013
Table
e 6. Summaryy Calibration Statistics forr Chlorophyll a Concentrattions in the P
Photic Zone,
2003‐‐2013, All Mo
onths
Metricc

CCR1
1

CCR2

CC
CR3

‐0.1 ugg/L

0.5 ug/L

0.4 ug/L

AME

9 ug/L

9 ug/L

8.5 ug/L

RMSE

12 ug//L

12 ug/L

11.6
6 ug/L

Avverage Error

Simulated summerrtime (July through Septem
mber) averagge chlorophylll a concentrattions are
comp
pared to observed concenttrations in Figgure 55. Thesse show a goo
od pattern an
nd value matcch
for alll simulated ye
ears. Summaary calibration
ns statistics foor the summeer average ch
hlorophyll a
conce
entrations are
e presented in
n Table 7. Alll error statistiics are less th
han 3 ug/L forr the summerr
average prediction
n. Further, prredictions for all individuall years were w
within 5 ug/L of
obserrvations.
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e 55. Simulatted and Obse
erved Summe
ertime Averagge Chlorophyyll a Concentrations in thee
Figure
Photic Zone, 2003‐2013, July – September, CCR1 and CCCR2

Table
e 7. Summaryy Calibration Statistics forr Summertimee Average Ch
hlorophyll a
Conce
entrations in the Photic Zo
one, 2003‐20
013, July – Sep
ptember, CCR
R1 and CCR2
Summ
mertime Averaage
Ch
hlorophyll a

Metric
Average
A
Errorr

6

‐0.7 ug/L

AMEE

2 ug/L

RMSEE

3 ug/L

Sensitivity
S
Analysis

Task 3A
3 of the Che
erry Creek Resservoir Mode
eling Project w
was to conduct a sensitivitty analysis on
the caalibrated mod
del. The follo
owing subsecttions describee the approacch taken and results.
6.1

Approach

e
on sim
mulation resultts of varying select settinggs or model
A sensitivity analyssis tests the effects
inputss. Sensitivity analyses can help identifyy areas of greeatest uncertaainty and posssibly direct
additiional data colllection to red
duce that unccertainty. Thee sensitivity aanalysis was ggenerally
scope
ed to include variation
v
of five paramete
ers, to be infoormed by the process of m
model
development and calibration.
Throu
ugh developm
ment of the caalibrated mod
del, numerou s model runss were conduccted, varying a
wide range of settings relevant to the Cherryy Creek Reserrvoir. Througgh this processs, an
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understanding of model sensitivity to these settings was developed. From that work, a
relatively long list of sensitive settings was identified, including:


Algal Settings for Groups 1,2, and 4 (growth, mortality settling, temperature rate
multipliers, stoichiometry)
Algal Settings for Group 3 (growth, mortality settling, temperature rate multipliers,
stoichiometry, half‐saturation for PO4)
Zooplankton (growth, mortality settling, preferences., temperature rate multipliers)
Sediment Burial Rates
Ammonia, PO4 Release Rates / SOD






Also, through the calibration effort, areas of greater uncertainty and recommendations for
additional data collection and possible future refinements were identified (discussed in Section
5).
Therefore, much of a sensitivity analysis was completed through the calibration process. This
was discussed at the June 22, 2015 meeting with the peer reviewer Dr. Wells, and appropriate
additional runs were proposed for the sensitivity analysis task. These runs focus on
understanding the relative roles of major forcing functions in the model, including wind, aerator
mixing, internal loading, and nutrient loading from major tributaries. Some of these forcing
functions can be managed, and some cannot (e.g., wind). As such, these do not represent
realistic management scenarios, but they were defined to help support selection of
management scenarios. A total of seven model runs were performed, as listed in Table 8.
Table 8. Sensitivity Analysis Runs
Group
Mixing

Inflow Nutrient
Loading
Internal Loading

6.2

Run #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Run Description
No Aerators
Aerator Mixing x10
No Wind
Cherry Creek ‐ Half Concentration NO3, NH4, PO4
Cottonwood Creek ‐ Half Concentration NO3, NH4, PO4
Turn off 0‐Order (Anaerobic) Sediment Compartment
Turn off 1st‐Order (Aerobic) Sediment Compartment

Results

Model simulations were conducted and reviewed relative to the calibration simulation (termed
Baseline in these comparisons). Results were assessed for temperature, nutrient, dissolved
oxygen, and algal response. Graphical output of results is presented in Attachment D.
6.2.1

Aerator Mixing Effects

The first set of sensitivity runs focused on extremes of aerator mixing. As discussed in Sections 4
and 5, data and modeling indicate Cherry Creek aerator operations affect temperature and
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c
ns at the bottom of the resservoir. Two aerator runs were
dissollved oxygen concentration
condu
ucted:



No Aerato
ors: The aerator module (A
AERATEC) wass turned off.
Aerator Mix
M x10: The vertical
v
mixingg factor for thhe aerators w
was increased to be ten
times that simulated in the calibratio
on run for thee period 20088‐2013. No change was
he amount off oxygen loaded to the watter column.
made to th

emperature results shows that aerator mixing, throu
ugh the rangee of no aerato
or
Review of water te
mixing to ten times the current aeration mixxing, has a rellatively small effect on water
erature at the
e surface of the reservoir. Increased m
mixing primariily serves to d
decrease the
tempe
diurnaal temperature range at th
he top of the reservoir, as shown in Figure 56 for 20
009.

Figure
e 56. Hourly Simulated Water
W
Temperrature at 1 m for Aerator Mixing Simullations, CCR2
2,
2009
e is more of an effect of ae
erator mixing on temperat ure at the bo
ottom of the rreservoir. As
There
shown in the exam
mple for 2009 (Figure 57), increased
i
aerrator mixing rresults in high
her
eratures at th
he bottom of the reservoirr. The effect at ten times tthe current leevel of mixingg
tempe
is to create
c
continu
uous isotherm
mal condition
ns from top too bottom in th
he reservoir w
while the
aerato
ors are operaating (Figure 58).
5
In the otther directionn, no mixing reesults in greaater top‐to‐
bottom temperatu
ure difference
es.
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Figure
e 57. Hourly Simulated Water
W
Temperrature at the Bottom for A
Aerator Mixin
ng
Simullations, CCR2
2, 2009

Figure
e 58. Hourly Simulated Difference in Water
W
Tempeerature from 1 m to 7 m fo
or Aerator
Mixin
ng Simulation
ns, CCR2, 2009
9
Increaased aerator mixing results in mixing off more DO froom the surfacce to the botttom of the
reservvoir. With the 10x mixing simulation, the model inddicates that dissolved oxyggen
conce
entrations at the
t bottom of
o the reservo
oir can be maiintained abovve 5 mg/L in ssummer
months (Figure 59). In contrastt, the No Aeraators simulatiion shows sligghtly lower D
DO
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entrations at the
t bottom of
o the reservo
oir, relative too simulation o
of current con
nditions.
conce
Neither scenario re
esults in large
e changes in DO
D at the topp of reservoir..

e 59. Simulatted DO at the
e Bottom of the
t Reservoirr (CCR2), Aeraator Mixing SSimulations,
Figure
2003‐‐2013
The in
ncreased DO at the bottom
m with greate
er aerator mixxing results in
n decreased aanaerobic
loadin
ng of ammonia and phosphate. The de
ecreases in loaading are app
parent in nutrrient
conce
entrations at the
t bottom re
elative to the
e No Aerator ssimulation (e.g., Figure 60
0). Nutrient
conce
entrations at the
t top of the
e reservoir sh
how smaller cchanges, as co
ompared to eeffects at the
bottom. Remainin
ng ammonia and
a phosphatte concentrattions reflect lo
oading from eexternal
w and aerobicc internal load
ding.
inflow

Figure
e 60. Simulatted PO4 at th
he Bottom of the Reservoiir (CCR2), Aerator Mixing Simulations,,
2003‐‐2013
The re
esulting decre
ease in intern
nal anaerobic nutrient loadding associateed with aerattor mixing
resultts in a simulatted decrease in chlorophyll a concentraations in the reservoir. Sp
pecifically, thee
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es that curren
nt aerator ope
eration reducced summerttime average chlorophyll a
simulation indicate
008‐2013, ran
nging from lesss than 1 to 4 ug/L in indivvidual years8.
by an average of 2 ug/L from 20
A
Mix x1
10 simulation
n, compared to
t No Aeratorr, results in an
n average deccrease in
The Aerator
simulated summerrtime chlorop
phyll a of 5 ugg/L, ranging frrom 2 to 9 ugg/L. The simu
ulation
d not have meet the 18 ug/LL chlorophyll a standard in
n
indicaates, howeverr, that the resservoir would
2010, 2011, 2012, or 2013 even
n with ten tim
mes the currennt amount off mixing from the aerators.

18 ug/L Standaard

Figure
e 61. Simulatted Average Summertime
S
e (July‐Septem
mber) Chloro
ophyll a (CCR2
2), Aerator
Mixin
ng Simulation
ns, 2003‐2013
3
6.2.2

Wind
W
Mixing Effects
E

The se
econd set of sensitivity
s
analysis runs fo
ocused on ide ntifying the rrole of the wind in the
waterr‐quality response of Cherry Creek Rese
ervoir. Throuugh the calibration processs, model
sensittivity to wind was apparen
nt, particularlyy on the ther mal responsee, when differrent
meteo
orological inp
puts were testted and when
n wind shelteering coefficieents were testted. To
evaluate the effectts of wind, a model
m
run waas conducted setting the w
wind to zero tto evaluate
ole of wind on
n mixing (Run
n Name: No Wind).
W
There are two key cconsideration
ns to note
the ro
aboutt this zero win
nd simulation
n before revie
ewing results::

8

The simulated
s
maggnitude of redu
uctions in summ
mertime chloroophyll a conceentrations relattive to the No
Aerato
or simulation should
s
be interrpreted cautiou
usly. As noted in preceding d
discussions, the model does
not sim
mulate the app
parent induced
d SOD effects of
o mixing (e.g., reducing the d
diffusive bound
dary layer).
Depen
nding on the magnitude
m
of an
ny induced SOD
D at the mode rate mixing (Baaseline) level, anaerobic
loadin
ng may not be reduced
r
to the
e extent simulaated. As a resuult, actual redu
uctions in chlorrophyll a
concentrations may be even less. This effect is not
n a concern ffor interpretingg the Aerator M
Mix x10
use the amoun
nt of mixing of DO from the to
op to the botto
om for that
simulaation results, however, becau
simulaation is expecte
ed to be adequ
uate to compensate for any iinduced SOD.
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Effect of No
N Wind on Aerator
A
Simulation: Becauuse the aerato
ors must be d
defined in thee
model by a multiplier in
ncreasing verttical mixing, rreducing wind
d to zero effeectively also
sharply red
duces aerator mixing (2008‐2013). Theerefore, aerattor mixing waas also set to
zero for th
his simulation. As such, ressults for 20088‐2013 should
d be interpretted as the
combined effects of no wind and no
o aerators. Thherefore, the Baseline run for
on to the No Wind
W
simulatiion is the No Aerators simulation.
compariso
Evaporativve Volume No
ot Affected: Setting wind to zero doess not reduce eevaporation
losses in th
his simulation
n because of the
t way evapporation was input into thee model
(Section 4..2). Therefore, there are not
n changes tto the water ssurface elevattion to
consider in
n the water‐q
quality respon
nse. Changess to the heat‐eexchange effeects of wind
on evaporative cooling,, however, arre simulated.

Review of water te
emperature results shows that wind haas a significant effect on water
tempe
erature and mixing
m
in Cherry Creek. Th
he No Wind siimulation exh
hibits much h
higher
tempe
eratures at th
he surface (Figure 62) and much lower temperatures at the botto
om (Figure
63), as compared to
t the Baselin
ne simulation. In fact, in thhe absence of wind the reservoir
consisstently remains stratified throughout
t
th
he summer (FFigure 64). Th
he reservoir b
behaves like a
dimictic water bod
dy, with turno
over occurringg in the springg and fall. Th
hese effects o
on water
erature in the
e reservoir arre much greatter in magnituude than the range of testted aerator
tempe
mixing impacts.

e 62. Hourly Simulated Water
W
Temperrature at 1 m for the No W
Wind and Basseline
Figure
Simullations, CCR2
2, 2009
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e 63. Hourly Simulated Water
W
Temperrature at the Bottom for N
No Wind and Baseline
Figure
Simullations, CCR2
2, 2009

Figure
e 64. Hourly Simulated Difference in Water
W
Tempeerature from 1 m to 7 m fo
or No Wind
and Baseline
B
Simu
ulations, CCR2
2, 2009
The sttratification occurring
o
because of reducced mixing in the No Wind
d simulation rresults in
anaerrobic conditio
ons at the botttom of the re
eservoir throuughout the su
ummer (Figurre 65).
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c
ns are simulatted to reach llevels just below 5 mg/L at the top of
Dissolved oxygen concentration
eservoir mostt years duringg fall turnoverr for the No W
Wind scenario
o.
the re

Figure
e 65. Simulatted DO at the
e Bottom of the
t Reservoirr (CCR2), No W
Wind and Baseline
Simullations, 2003‐2013
(No Wind
W Simulatio
on Results Shown in Red to
o Make Patteern More Appparent)
As a result
r
of these
e lower DO co
oncentrationss simulated a t the bottom
m, anaerobic n
nutrient
loadin
ng of ammonia and phosphate increase
es. Because tthere is reducced mixing fro
om top to
bottom for this No
o Wind simulaation, nutrien
nt concentratiions at the bo
ottom of the reservoir are
elative to Basseline (Figure 66). Summeer nutrient concentrations
simulated to increaase sharply re
e surface, exh
hibit smaller decreases
d
with no wind in most years.
at the

Figure
e 66. Simulatted Ammoniaa Concentration at the Bo
ottom of the R
CR2), No Win
nd
Reservoir (CC
and Baseline
B
Simu
ulations, 2003
3‐2013
Becau
use there is le
ess vertical mixing of intern
nally‐loading nutrients in tthe summer p
prior to fall
turnover in the No
o Wind simulaation, summe
ertime chloropphyll a conceentrations aree simulated to
o
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ease (Figure 67). The averaage decrease is 4 ug/L, rannging up to 100 ug/L (2013)). There are
decre
two years
y
with sim
mulated increaases in chloro
ophyll a for thhe No Wind simulation. Th
hese are 2007
7
and 2009. During these years, there
t
was gre
eater flow thrrough the resservoir (see Fiigure 13 and
Figure
e 14), resultin
ng in more miixing. This allowed expresssion of somee of the increaased
anaerrobic internal load to the surface
s
in the summer mo nths in thesee years, resultting in
increaased algal gro
owth.

Figure
e 67. Simulatted Average Summertime
S
e (July‐Septem
mber) Chloro
ophyll a (CCR2
2), No Wind
and Baseline
B
Simu
ulations, 2003
3‐2013
Based
d on this, it is conceptuallyy important to
o understand the relative role of the acctual wind
over the
t reservoir.. The wind is responsible for
f preventin g stratificatio
on and for mixxing nutrients
from the bottom to the top. Th
he role of the wind is greatter than that of the curren
nt
destraatification sysstem in termss of mixing.
6.2.3

Infflow Nutrient Loading

The th
hird set of sen
nsitivity runs was designed
d to give an inndication of tthe relative seensitivity of
waterr‐quality response to nutrient loading from the two major inflow
w tributaries, C
Cherry Creek
and Cottonwood
C
Creek.
C
Two ru
uns were perfformed and ccompared to tthe Baseline simulation:



Half Cherrry Creek Load
d: Concentrations of ammoonia, nitrate, and PO4 werre halved for
inputs for this run.
Half Cotto
onwood Creekk Load: Conce
entrations of ammonia, niitrate, and PO
O4 were
halved for inputs for this run.

As wo
ould be expeccted, given the larger relattive magnitudde of loading ffrom Cherry C
Creek,
particcularly for pho
osphate, the water‐qualityy effects of deecreased nutrient loading from Cherry
Creekk are generallyy greater than those for Cottonwood CCreek. Decreaased nutrientt loading from
m
both runs resulted
d in an overalll decrease in reservoir prooductivity oveer the simulatted period. A
As
ult of decreassed autochtho
onous organicc matter to deecay, simulatted DO at thee bottom of
a resu
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eservoir was increased
i
som
mewhat abovve Baseline (F igure 68). Th
hough it is diffficult to see in
the re
n
the figgure, cutting nutrient load
ding from Che
erry Creek in hhalf resulted in a 12% decrease in the
numb
ber of days wiith DO below 2 mg/L at the
e bottom of tthe reservoir.. The effect w
was smaller
for Co
ottonwood Crreek nutrient reductions, with
w a simulatted decreasee of 6% for thee same metric.
There
e were no sign
nificant changges to the tem
mperature orr dissolved oxxygen at the top of the
reservvoir in respon
nse to these sensitivity
s
run
ns.

Figure
e 68. Simulatted DO at the
e Bottom of th
he Reservoir (CCR2), Half Tributary Nu
utrient
Loading and Baseline Simulatio
ons, 2003‐201
13
Nutrie
ent concentraations simulated at the top
p of the reserrvoir decreaseed generally in proportion
n
with the
t decreased
d load, with the greatest effects
e
appareent in phosph
hate for halvin
ng the loading
from Cherry Creekk (Figure 69). Similar decre
eases were obbserved at the bottom of tthe reservoir.
e
on phossphate conce
entrations throughout the water column indicates th
he significance
This effect
of infllow tributary loading to ph
hosphate con
ncentrations oobserved in th
he reservoir.
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e 69. Simulatted PO4 at th
he Top (0‐3 m)
m of the Reseervoir (CCR2), Half Tributaary Nutrient
Figure
Loading and Baseline Simulatio
ons, 2003‐201
13
The algal response
e, as would be
e expected, sh
hows a greateer reduction relative to Baaseline for thee
halvin
ng of nutrientt loading from
m Cherry Cree
ek (Figure 70) . Even with tthe phosphorrus loading
from Cherry Creekk cut in half, th
he model doe
es not simula te meeting th
he chlorophyll a standard
y
in all years.
One thing not refle
ected in these
e modeling re
esults is a posssible long‐term change in the anaerobic
phosp
phate loadingg rate from th
he sediments after years off lower inflow
w phosphate
conce
entrations. If this occurred
d, the algal co
oncentrationss would be exxpected to bee even lower
than simulated
s
ove
er the long te
erm, possibly producing alggal concentraations below the standard
for this 50% inflow
w loading redu
uction scenarrio.

118 ug/L Standard

Figure
e 70. Simulatted Average Summertime
S
e (July‐Septem
mber) Chloro
ophyll a (CCR2
2), Half
Tributtary Nutrientt Loading and
d Baseline Sim
mulations, 20003‐2013
Intere
estingly, halving the nutrie
ent load from Cottonwoodd Creek resultted in small simulated
increaases in chloro
ophyll a in rou
ughly half of the
t simulationn years. In th
he modeling, this is the
resultt of reducing the
t nitrate an
nd ammonia loading from Cottonwood
d Creek, which
h has
historrically exhibited higher con
ncentrations of these nutrrients, relativee to Cherry Creek. This
decre
ease in nitroge
en nutrient lo
oading, witho
out a larger deecrease is pho
osphorus load
ding
(phossphate concen
ntrations in Cottonwood
C
Creek
C
tend to be much low
wer than in Ch
herry Creek),
resultted in simulattion of a smalll increase in nitrogen‐fixinng algae, and a subsequen
nt overall
increaase in summe
ertime chlorophyll a. This response ref lects the stro
ongly nitrogen
n‐limited
nature of the reserrvoir. Based on this and th
he patterns ddescribed in Section 3.5 ind
dicating higheer
4‐2009, it is recommended
r
TIN:PO4 inflow rattios from 2004
d to considerr the role of the inflow
m
t planning. Sppecifically, further reductions in
TIN:PO4 ratio as paart of future management
w
corressponding reductions in ph osphorus loading could haave
nitroggen loading without
uninte
ended conseq
quences, encouraging add
ditional nitroggen‐fixing cyaanobacteria.
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Internal Loadin
ng

n 4.4, internaal loading from
m sediments tto the water column consists of aerobiic
As noted in Section
ng (1st‐order sediment
s
load
ding) and anaaerobic loadinng (0‐order seediment loading). Through
loadin
calibration and revview of mode
el flux output, both are exppected to be ssignificant in Cherry Creekk
Reserrvoir. This maakes conceptu
ual sense beccause, while tthere is a high
h SOD and disssolved
oxyge
en conditions become hypoxic and anoxxic at times inn the summer months, theere are also
period
ds of greater dissolved oxyygen concenttrations at thee bottom duee to intermittent mixing
eventts. In more sttrongly stratiffied reservoirrs, the aerobicc processes can be less im
mportant
through summer months
m
if DO is consistentlly depleted att the bottom..
s
anaalysis simulations were conducted to inndicate relativve roles of these processes
Two sensitivity
in watter‐quality re
esponse in the
e calibrated model:
m



No Aerobic Internal Load: The 1st‐orrder sedimennt compartmeent in W2 wass turned off.
No Anaero
obic Internal Load: The 0‐o
order sedimeent compartm
ment was turn
ned off. This
was done by setting the
e SOD value to
t zero. As a result anaero
obic release o
of ammonia
w set to zero
o, and the tem
mperature‐baased anaerob
bic oxygen deemand was
and PO4 was
also stopped.

a
and anaerobic
a
sed
diment decay processes coonsume oxygeen. Turning o
of the
Both aerobic
anaerrobic internal loading resulted in a greaater increase iin DO at the b
bottom of thee reservoir.
Figure
e 71 shows th
hat in the absence of the anaerobic
a
seddiment compaartment effeccts,
summ
mertime DO concentrations are higher. The simulatiion indicates that the averrage number
of dayys per year with DO less th
han 2 mg/L att the bottom decreases byy 90% in the aabsence of thee
0‐order compartm
ment. In absen
nce of the aerobic comparrtment, the decrease is 30
0% for the
nsumption at the bottom o
of the reservo
oir is greater
same metric. This indicates thaat oxygen con
due to
o anaerobic processes,
p
tho
ough aerobic processes arre not insignifficant.
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e 71. Simulatted DO at the
e Bottom of th
he Reservoir (CCR2), Aero
obic and Anaeerobic
Figure
Intern
nal Loading and Baseline Simulations,
S
2003‐2013
Reducced internal loading of nuttrients is appaarent for bothh of these sensitivity runs;; however thee
effectt is greater fo
or the No Aero
obic Internal Load simulatiion. Ammonia concentrattions in
particcular are much lower at the top and botttom of the r eservoir (Figu
ure 72). Simu
ulated effectss
on ph
hosphate conccentrations th
hrough the water
w
column were similar to but slightly less than
effectts on ammonia.

Figure
e 72. Simulatted Ammoniaa at the Top and
a Bottom o
of the Reservvoir (CCR2), A
Aerobic and
Anaerrobic Interna
al Loading and
d Baseline Sim
mulations, 20003‐2013
In response to the lower nutrient concentrattions at the s urface of thee reservoir forr these
intern
nal loading sim
mulations, reduced algal growth
g
was allso simulated
d. Summertim
me algal
conce
entrations deccreased signifficantly in eacch run, but thhe greater efffect was simu
ulated for the
aerob
bic portion of the internal loading
l
(Figurre 73). This ccan be undersstood for thiss reservoir
with significant
s
autochthonous production of
o organic maatter, intermitttent and weaak
stratiffication, and resulting variiable DO conccentrations att the bottom through sum
mmer months.
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18 u
ug/L Standard
d

Figure
e 73. Simulatted Average Summertime
S
e (July‐Septem
mber) Chloro
ophyll a (CCR2
2), Aerobic
and Anaerobic
A
Internal Loadingg and Baselin
ne Simulation
ns, 2003‐20133
In the
e absence of the
t anaerobicc internal load
ding, the simuulation indicaates that the reservoir in
recent years would
d still exceed the site‐speccific standard (Figure 73). This finding is significant
becau
use the destraatification sysstem is design
ned to addresss anaerobic loading. Thiss finding
agree
es with the ressults of the 10x Aerator Mixing
M
simulattion discussed
d in Section 6
6.2.1 and
pointss to limits of potential effe
ectiveness of the aerators relative to th
he site‐specific standard fo
or
the giiven inflow water
w
quality.
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Recommendations

Through the model development and calibration process, recommendations were generated
regarding monitoring and noting possible areas for future refinements of the model.
7.1

Monitoring Recommendations

Overall, the existing water‐quality dataset is an excellent record of conditions in the reservoir
and was critical to successful model development. The following recommendations are offered
to support future modeling and ongoing development of the conceptual understanding.


Continuous In‐Reservoir DO Measurement – It is strongly recommended that the
Authority install continuous DO probes at 1 m below the surface and at 0.5 m above the
bottom of the reservoir at CCR2. Similar monitoring at CCR3 could also be helpful;
however, continuous DO data at CCR3 is considered less critical.



Review of DO Data Collection Procedures – In response to some uncertainty and
questions about the observed DO dataset, it is recommended that calibration and
measurement protocols be reassessed and documented in greater detail. Additionally,
periodic duplicate observations with a second probe may be appropriate.



Meteorological Data – Given the major effects of weather conditions on the water‐
quality response of Cherry Creek Reservoir, is it is recommended that the Authority
coordinate with Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) to check and improve data collection
and data management protocols for the CPW met station located next to the reservoir.
Alternatively, a new meteorological station could be installed at the dam, monitoring at
a minimum, air temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, and wind direction.



Inflow Algae – Cherry Creek and Cottonwood Creek include areas of briefly impounded
water that exhibit a green color in some aerial photographs at times. Therefore, as
discussed in Boyer et al., 2014a, sampling of algae at CC‐10 and CT‐2 is recommended to
improve the understanding of algal loading from the tributaries. This should include
both storm and non‐storm‐event sampling. Results could be reviewed each year to
determine whether or not to continue this sampling.



Critical Sampling to Continue – Continued collection of thermistor data and algal
species and biovolume data is critical. Additionally, more recently added data collection
of organic carbon and zooplankton are also expected to be valuable to help refine areas
of uncertainty in the model.



Possible Sampling to Discontinue – The D‐series profile transect data was not critical for
modeling. Given the dynamic nature of the system, the thermistor data are much more
useful. Additionally, for the purposes of modeling, location CCR1 data collection could
be discontinued.
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Future Possible Modeling Refinements

The current calibrated Cherry Creek Reservoir Model is a powerful tool for the Authority to help
evaluate existing management activities and possible future management work. Numerous
insights were gained through the development of the model and it will be very useful for
evaluating management scenarios. Like all models, this tool can continue to be improved and
refined. Through model development and testing, areas for potential future refinement were
identified and are documented here:


Luxury Uptake – Given the high concentrations of PO4 observed through summer
months at the top of the reservoir, it is possible that algae uptake PO4 in greater
proportions at time (i.e., luxury uptake). The model does not currently simulate luxury
uptake; however, recoding for this effect may be helpful for future Cherry Creek
modeling refinements to further improve simulation of nutrient concentrations.



Nitrogen Fixation ‐ Nitrogen fixation is expected to be occurring in the reservoir. The
model simulates nitrogen fixation; however, the model only allows nitrogen fixers to
obtain nitrogen from the atmosphere. In reality, nitrogen‐fixing algae revert to direct
ammonia / nitrate uptake when these forms of nitrogen become available in the water
column again (Bergman et al., 1999, pg. 4). Recoding nitrogen fixation as a future
refinement to the Cherry Creek model could further improve the simulation of inorganic
nitrogen and algae.



Sediment Diagenesis – A version of CE‐QUAL‐W2 including sediment diagenesis has
been under development. On June 22, 2015, Dr. Wells provided Hydros with a copy of a
recently tested and refined version of the software and documentation. Unfortunately,
there was not time under this effort to apply the model to that version. However, it
may be a useful step for the future. This tool could help further refine the
understanding of the sediment dynamics and better simulate time‐varying aspects of
these processes, such as burial rates.



Zooplankton – Due to lack of zooplankton data from 2003‐2010, there is remaining
uncertainty in the modeling about the potentially time‐varying effects of zooplankton
on algal growth. Ongoing collection and review of zooplankton data should be
conducted to facilitate critical review and modification of assumptions made in the
current calibrated model. Additionally, the model could be modified in the future to
simulate more consistent zooplankton settings for the entire period. This might require
a greater number of algal groups to better reflect the growth of more and less‐edible
species. Such a refinement would likely require some recalibration and recoding for the
obligate nitrogen fixation effect.
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